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ABSTRACT

Persistent poverty coupled with inequality and marginalization continues to broaden the
gap between indigenous and non-indigenous populations of Oaxaca, Mexico. Particularly in the
field of education, Oaxaca exhibits an insufficient and inadequate pedagogical system. Federal,
State, and NGOs educational interventions have been unreliable at best, demonstrating minimal
outcomes predominantly in the degree and percentage of engagement that the indigenous of
Oaxaca demonstrate at creating and implementing educational alternatives suitable to their local
and state needs. The development of an ethnic pedagogical system—with all its propositions of
community engagement for the purpose of progress—is critical to poverty exits as demonstrated
by current research. This multi-site case study is an exploration of indigenous teachers and
mothers’ perceptions and values concerning education in three communities of the state of
Oaxaca. Data was collected using socio-demographic questionnaires, semi-structured
interviews, and participant observations. The findings suggest that that the degree and rate of
engagement of indigenous in the creation of educational alternatives is affected by their
perceptions and values concerning education. Participants believed that, for the significance of
their survival as nations living within a nation, the fight to recover their cultural identity is a
greater priority than academic and universal knowledge, that cultural and traditional principles
and ethics should be the directive of education, and lastly the use and teaching of technology
should be under the framework of values and behaviors of each individual ethnic group. An
additional and vital finding emerging from this study is the notion that while the essential
characteristics of education have been used to disempower societies these cultures in turn have
disempowered education through rendering it inoperative. These dynamics generate yet another
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drawback to indigenous peoples: education as the path to indigenous personal and social
development and progress at best enjoys a good status while at worst continues to remain
neglected along with all its transformative qualities.

Keywords: poverty, Indigenous persons, education, disempowerment, developmental
interventions, engagement.
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I. Introduction

This qualitative multi-site case study explored the cultural perceptions and values of
indigenous peoples towards education as an agent of social and economic transformation. The
locations for the investigation were the communities of Usila, Nopala, and Etla in the state of
Oaxaca, Mexico. The methods of collection were interviews and participant observations.
Poverty continues to be a long-standing, devious and elusive enemy of many nations
around the globe. According to the United Nations (2019), 1.3 billion are multidimensionally
poor. The word multidimensional is a term assigned by recent studies to the evident amounts of
poverty felt by underprivileged persons, as well as to factors that assess scarcity, departing from
the conventional measurement by income (United Nations, 2019). Health, education, and quality
of living are the standard assessments mechanisms which continue to reveal that one in 10
people in emerging nations still earn $1.90 per day and “half of the 1.3 billion
multidimensionally poor are children under the age of 18” (United Nations, 2019).
Due to the improvements in manufacturing, trade, and service industries, Mexico is
classified by the World Bank (2018) as an upper-middle-income and industrialized country.
Notwithstanding Mexico’s recent economic progress and anti-poverty efforts like the conditional
cash transfer program Oportunidades, results continue to indicate that “poverty measured by
income continues to rise” (Wilson & Silva, 2013, p.1). According to Wilson and Silva, this surge
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in destitution rates is the result of the imbalanced distribution of Mexico’s economic growth
couple with prolonged effects of the global financial crisis (2013).
The World Bank estimates that close to 50 million people in Mexico are experiencing
poverty (2018). With a population close to 126.2 million, these numbers represent almost 40% of
Mexico’s inhabitants. Data indicates that the increase of extreme poverty rates is taking place
predominantly amongst indigenous communities (Lunde, 2009). In a time where the GDP places
the nation second in Latin America and 11th in the world (The World Bank, 2018), Mexico’s
educational irregularities continue to leave behind large numbers of children in rural-indigenous
areas, perpetuating a structure that obstructs their emergence from poverty into productive,
sustainable, and meaningful lives (Lusting, 1995). Despite the evidence of failure of the state’s
educational system among indigenous Oaxaca, these groups continue to exhibit hesitation
towards the design and development of their own educational alternatives (Vega, 2016).
“Power is at the heart of development” (Toomey, 2008, p. 19) or, in other words,
development is the result of being empowered to understand and answer local challenges
appropriately. During the past three decades, tribal groups in Oaxaca have demonstrated a strong
persuasion regarding their autonomy to respond to developmental difficulties, both as their right
and as an essential contextual posture for the transformation of their social reality (Meyer, 2012).
Nevertheless, the autonomy they seek continues to evade them when they surrender to the
“fundamental conundrum of development assistance” (Ellermen, 2005, p. 4 as cited by Toomey,
2008, p. 20). This predicament is a paradox they encounter as they petition from the government
authorities the autonomy to make decisions “about their own educational systems, demand[ing]
resources to plan, execute and evaluate” (Meyer, 2012, p. 7). This condition of self-sufficiency
according to Toomey, “cannot be externally supplied” (Toomey, 2008, p. 20).
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Notwithstanding the perception earned by education in recent years as the indicator of
development (Post, 2002), the persistent rate of economic struggle and marginalization that
indigenous communities of Oaxaca experience may suggest the presence of complex educational
and social dynamics preventing them from the social and financial progress they seek. This
study, therefore, becomes critical to understanding indigenous people’s central perceptions
towards education in relation to their participatory function in creating adequate pedagogical
alternatives for their communities.
Background of the Study
Due to the scant range of studies focusing on indigenous perceptions of education as an
agent of social and economic transformation, this research is using sources that explore beyond
the 10-year-old mark required. Literature reveals that poverty usually shares its domain with
social inequality, exclusion, and disempowerment. These characteristics have and continue to be
the social and economic context of indigenous groups in Oaxaca, Mexico (Salas, Gonzalez &
Soberon, 2018). In a study by Triune Lunde (2009), data indicated that indigenous people attend
school on an average of 3.6 years, 37% of individuals older than 25 years of age never received
an education, and only 10% (older than 15) completed primary school. Overall school attendance
of “children ages 15 and below is only 84%” (p. 41). Though the reasons for these numbers are
diverse, the leading factor for such low educational outcomes among indigenous peoples is their
cultural identity. Lunde (2009) emphasized that “ethnicity matters a great deal in the generation
and reproduction of poverty and inequality” (p. 31). Furthermore, Lunde asserted, “they are
indigenous because they are poor” (p.31), thus disempowering them through a system of
inequality and exclusion.
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According to Johnson (2006), change in a system must start with awareness and
understanding. From this viewpoint, indigenous Oaxaca must depart from traditional political
approaches and treatises to gain an accurate understanding of the dynamics involved in causing
and perpetuating their social and economic circumstances. If developmental answers continue to
arise from interventions that play the role of the provider, the “effect will be disempowerment”
(Toomey, 2011, p. 8), mostly because these entities have not targeted and identified the
fundamental problem. They “do things for people instead of helping them to do things for
themselves, using strategies to fix problems that are usually simplified and at surface-level” (p.
8).
Levy, Bruhn and Zebadua (2006) explained that historically Mexico has followed two
fundamental goals: “political stability and socioeconomic development” (p. 449); however, in
practice all developmental processes have conformed to the nation’s political priorities and
beliefs directed by the government in power at the time. The same is true concerning Mexico’s
educational planning strategies as they reflect the contradictions of Mexican social policies
concerning the pace and the course of the transformation of its pedagogic system (Levy et al.,
2006). Moreover, developmental progress concerning education at all levels have lacked the
attention and priority necessary to secure adequate resources. Not until the last four decades has
education- especially higher education- gained trust and freedom to participate in the nation’s
democratic processes (Levy et al., 2006).
Sociologist Jorge Arzate (2011) explained that to address educational failure there must
be an adequate and suitable social structure addressing inequality. Exclusion and failure are
complex concepts; however, they are unambiguously found within social frameworks that
emphasize contextual economic scarcity and educational discrimination (Arzate, 2011).
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The persistent dichotomy in the Mexican educational system preserves its widespread
economic and social disparities. Consequently, “eliminating inequalities in education will be the
first step towards an equal society” (Post, 2002, p. 11). Equality in education revolves around the
creation of adequate and sufficient learning alternatives for every child in marginalized rural
areas. However, because of this complex socio -political context such a charge will have to
become the mission of each community.
Definition of Engagement
Engagement is defined as the systematic process of working together with and through
groups of people affiliated by geographic proximity (CDC, Principles of Community
Engagement, 2011). “In the context of engagement, community is understood in two ways: those
who are affected by a specific social problem” (CDC, Principles of Engagement, 2011, p. XVI),
as is inadequate education in rural indigenous Oaxaca, and as the individuals involved in the
relationships belonging to a particular people group. Even though the term community
engagement often refers to groups suffering from continued neglect in the allocation of
development energies, it also acknowledges the cultural contexts of societies as distinctive
capacities empowering “everyone [to] take the lead in engagement efforts” (p. XVI).
Problem Statement
Indigenous communities of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico continue to suffer from
generational poverty, inequality, and marginalization (Toomey, 2008). Despite the diverse forms
of Federal and NGOs educational interventions, the state of Oaxaca continues to implement an
insufficient and inadequate pedagogical system. Coupled with the replication of internal and
external structures of disempowerment (Toomey, 2008, p. 150), the impact of these two factors is
easily identified in the absence of engagement of ethnic peoples in the creation and
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implementation of educational alternatives. This study therefore is an exploration of indigenous
perceptions and values as a pathway to understand this behavior.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this multi-site qualitative case study was to explore the cultural
perceptions and values of schooled and unschooled indigenous peoples toward education as an
agent of social and economic transformation. The locations for the investigation were Usila,
Nopala, and Etla—all communities of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.
Overview of Methodology
A qualitative case study is an approach to inquiry that explores a “bounded system or
systems,” seeking to acquire an exhaustive and profound understanding of a specific situation or
problem (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 96). Creswell explains that case studies take place in
everyday life scenarios and contexts, and utilize various sources of collection of data, aiding
researchers to adequately respond to descriptive questions (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Hence the
choice of a qualitative multi-site case approach to explore the cultural perceptions and values of
schooled and unschooled indigenous peoples of Oaxaca, Mexico.
The explanation of the selected methodology provided in the previous paragraphs offers
the following four reasons for using a qualitative case study for this research:
1. It took place within a real-life contemporary context.
2. Its focus is to provide an in-depth understanding of the targeted problem.
3. It is bounded, “meaning that it is defined within the parameters of the three
indigenous communities of Usila, Nopala, and Etla, as well as the time frame which
the case was studied” (Creswell, 2018, p. 96).
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4. Its comprehensive and multiple source data collection (interviews and observations)
provided an opportunity to explore educated indigenous perception and values toward
education.
Research Questions
This study addressed the following research questions:
1. What are the cultural perceptions and values of indigenous Oaxacans towards
education that prevent them from engaging in creating and leading educational
alternatives?
2. How do indigenous Oaxacans understand the effects of the absence of their
participation in educational processes within the historical narrative of the poverty
and inequality they have suffered?
Research Design
This study utilized a qualitative multi-site case study design to answer the research
questions previously discussed. Data were collected through the qualitative methods of standard
socio-demographic questionnaires, open-ended interviews, and an unstructured group
observation. Collected information was analyzed using a thematic strategy, following constant
comparative and cross-case methods, to create a framework that would facilitate the
identification of codes, patterns, categories, and themes. The analysis’ approach of this study
both, respond to the research questions, and associate emerged categories and themes to the
theoretical framework to best respond to the concepts under discussion (Merriam, 1998).
Data Collection
The purpose of this case study was to explore the cultural perceptions and values of
schooled and unschooled indigenous peoples towards edutain as an agent of transformation. The
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discovery of ethic Oaxacans’ predominant perceptions towards education represents one of the
crucial factors to understand their reluctancy and/or passivity at initiating and developing
educational alternatives to the education’s system of the State.
This study was purposive in nature, on a “criterion-base selection, aligning the subject’s
participants to the essential attributes of the study” (Merriam, 1998, p.61). The participants of the
study were individuals identified as indigenous according to Mexican ethnicity guidelines.
Natives of Mexican communities, first or second-generation descendants of Chatino, Chinanteco,
and mixed Mestizo groups. The rationale for selecting indigenous schooled persons rests on their
funds of knowledges and awareness towards educational processes as well as the implicit notion
of competence these individuals own. Competence is an essential and necessary quality for
innovative and productive action, therefore their participation in developing educational
alternatives would be a more probable outcome. Unschooled indigenous individuals were
selected based on the intrinsic human capabilities these individuals possess to effectuate social
change, as well as their representation in the social structure of indigenous groups.
Procedures
The data were gathered from two participants of each the communities of Usila, Nopala
and Etla, Oaxaca, Mexico. The methods of collection consisted of one sociodemographic
questionnaire, and one unstructured in-depth interview per participant supplemented with one
unstructured participant observation in the community of Nopala. The sociodemographic
questionnaire contained questions to obtained participants information related to gender, age,
ethnicity, occupation, education, and salary rate (See Appendix C). The semi-structured interview
presented the participants with seven open-ended questions targeting the issues to be explored by
this study (See Appendix B). There were a total of 12 interviews, 12 questionnaires and one
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observation. The data were collected in a time frame of two weeks- three days in each site. The
participants were nine licensed teachers, preschool, and elementary levels. Three of these
teachers functioned as principals of elementary level schools and preschools. Additionally, three
mothers- one from each community- participated in the study. With the purpose of protecting
participants identity, the researcher used pseudonyms during the exposition in the findings of this
study
Overview of Analysis
Data analysis consisted of an in-depth and rich description of the context of each site, and
its setting. Using thematic analysis, the researcher looked first at each site as a single case,
examining the information collected in a comprehensive and meticulous way (Creswell, 2018),
identifying “patterns, themes and resemblance between two or more categories” (p.206). This
procedure was followed by a cross case analysis of the sub-units of the case study to compare
“similarities and differences of the issues emerged in all three sites” (Creswell, 2018, p. 206).
The multi-site characteristic of this study facilitated triangulation at two levels: methods of data
collection and sites and contexts.
Limitations of the Study
Even though qualitative methods focus on understanding the dynamics and the
relationships of a phenomenon, they are limited at presenting a degree generalizability of the
findings of the study (Merriam, 1998). Merriam (1998) explained that the limitation has to do
with the size of the sample – typically small- as well as the differences in contexts as it is the
case in this multi-site study.
A second limitation to this investigation was COVID-19. Data collection took place 11
months after the onset of the pandemic. Schools, and official buildings were shut. All academic
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and administrative offices of the communities were closed, and most people were on lock down
to avoid infection. The design of the study specified the collection of information to last 3
months, but it was done in 10 days, missing two of the group observations and significantly
limiting the collection of in-depth data.
Definition of Key Terms
The following is a list of key terms for the current study.
•

indigenous: Intrinsic, innate, inhabiting naturally in a particular area or environment,
children of first and/or second-generation indigenous person, living in a household
where one person or more speak an ethnic language (Toomey, 2008; The American
Heritage Dictionary, 1991).

•

indigenous psychology profile: Patterns of behavior within indigenous populations
differing from other cultures (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1991).

•

engagement: The systematic process of working together with and through groups of
people affiliated by geographic proximity (Principles of Community Engagement,
2011).

•

disempowerment: To deprive individuals of invested power to make choices and
formulate solutions to their challenges (The American Heritage Dictionary, 1991).

•

human development: An expansion of human capabilities and opportunities for selfgovernance resulting in empowerment (Nussbaum, 2011, p.18.).
Significance

The hesitation demonstrated by indigenous of Oaxaca concerning the creation of
educational solutions suggested the presence of barriers outside the obvious struggle of limited
resources and assistance provided by the government of the State. Furthermore, notwithstanding
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the status earned by education in recent years as the “development itself” (Post, 2002, p.11)
educated indigenous equally demonstrate passivity and reluctance to create pedagogical
alternatives to address their community’s educational challenges. As sufficiently described in the
literature review, indigenous communities predominantly follow political tactics to address the
inequality and scarcity they are experiencing at all levels of their societal life (Bartley, 2006), an
approach, that continues to fail to deliver the changes they contend for. This study therefore is
relevant because it is a step forward to understand how the historical development of Oaxaca’s
educational system has impacted their views and beliefs concerning education, thus
disempowering both indigenous peoples and education’s intrinsic transformational qualities. In
the quest for social balances these discoveries are critical as they represent the freedom of the
oppressed in the process of education (Freire, 2018), as well as the freedom of education to the
intent of the full maturity and progress of ethnic societies.
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II. Review of Literature

The purpose of this multi-site qualitative case study was to explore the cultural
perceptions and values of schooled and unschooled indigenous peoples towards education as an
agent of social and economic transformation. The locations for the investigation were Usila,
Nopala, and Etla, all communities of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.
The evidence presented in Chapter 1 concerning chronic poverty and segregation
amongst indigenous groups of Oaxaca, Mexico suggested the presence of factors beyond
socioeconomic drifts. Paradoxically, the implementation of diverse forms of federal and NGOs
educational interventions have been inadequate to improve Oaxaca’s insufficient and deficient
pedagogical system. The greatest impact of these interventions is easily observed in the minimal
participation of indigenous from Oaxaca—schooled or unschooled—in creating innovative
educational solutions adequate to their contextual needs.
This chapter moves forward into the discussion outlining the literature relevant to the
study by (a) providing a theoretical foundation and conceptual framework; (b) a thorough
explanation of the dynamics of chronic poverty amongst indigenous Oaxaca; (c) reviewing the
psychological profile of indigenous persons; (d) discussing how the state of Oaxaca has
underplayed the role of education; (e) describing autonomy and empowerment in the political
processes of Oaxaca; and (f) offering a summary of the empirical literature concerning the
participation of indigenous from Oaxaca in the development of educational alternatives.
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Theoretical Foundation
Two dominant theories direct this research. The first is Paulo Freire’s Theory of Critical
Education (TCE). Freire first elaborated on his TCE in 1970, explaining how poverty is
perpetuated throughout Latin American countries using incoherent models of education that
block its positive economic and social transformative impact in disenfranchised populations
(Freire, 2018). In contrast to empowering these groups to social, copious lives, these pedagogic
approaches produce passive and indifferent learners. In addition to their paradoxical
methodologies these frameworks focus the content of curriculum to benefit the few at the top of
the social ladder and negates access to vital opportunities for personal development (2018).
In his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970), Freire describes this approach as the
concept of banking education in which “students are depositories and teachers the depositor” (p.
72). In this system “the teacher issues communiques and makes deposits which the students
patiently receive, memorize, and repeat” (p. 72). However, because knowledge is produced in the
tension of “hopeful human inquires with the world and with each other,” (p. 44), using a banking
education model at any level only restricts the continual assessment of basic concepts, authentic
probing, and dialectical praxis, thus affirming with it the “process of dehumanization” (p. 44).
Dehumanization, according to Freire (1970), is the process of “distort[ing]” the
“vocation” or capacities of an individual to “become all of what [he or she] should be” (p. 44) as
actors of social transformation. Furthermore, this misrepresentation of human capability is a
“historical reality” involving the oppressed and the oppressor alike as “uncompleted individuals”
(p. 43). Within the depository style of education (Freire, 2018), students get accustomed to
inactivity, passivity, and indifference. This method of learning during formative years is
exhibited in adult life through individuals’ self-perception of disempowerment and inability the
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“to influence or shape their environment to meet their needs” (Bivens et al., 2009, p. 97).
Disempowerment can be “subjective, objective, internal and external at the individual and the
community levels” (Toomey, 2008, p. 150). Particularly amongst indigenous groups of Oaxaca,
disempowerment is identified through Freire’s banking pedagogical structure and processes
(Freire, 2018), as well through the lack of a social and economic system of equality to provide
them with the opportunity for autonomy, initiative, and political participation (Toomey, 2008).
Education is a “human action with a directive vocation. That is, it addresses itself to
dreams, ideas, utopias, and objectives” (Freire, 1998, p. 100). Therefore, cognitive frameworks
which are not dialectical according to Freirean theory only perpetuates and intensifies the
disconnect between indigenous individuals and their full development. In his book Pedagogy of
Freedom (1998), Freire asserts that “the world is not finished” (p. 72), therefore “knowledge in
pedagogical processes, should never be the action of storing information but rather the deliberate
action of increasing abilities in people” to function within their context and community to create
a different reality. This attitude, Freire (1998) explains, is the conviction that change is possible
Teaching and learning in contrast to the prior notions should involve more than
transferring ideas and concepts. Formation, as Freire also calls education, is the process of
“creating possibilities for the construction of knowledge” (Freire, 1998, p. 43).
Freire’s (1970) key concepts in education include:
1) Poverty Power Dynamics.
2) Education
3) Dialogics.
Poverty is not caused by insufficient resources as much as the complex operation of
economic, social, cultural, and political powers preserving the process of dehumanization- the
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struggle between the oppressed and the oppressor. These dynamics of power will not change
until “true generosity” (Freire, 1970, p. 45) is expressed not in the subtleties of supplication and
false compassion but rather in the determination to eliminate the margins and subjugation of the
“rejects of life” (p. 45) until they become more than the perceived “trembling conquered hands”
(p. 45), until they are valued as individuals whose participative efforts can transform human
existence. The liberation of the oppressed is not an endowment granted by the “dominant” nor an
accomplishment of the “dominated” (p. 45), but more precisely it is a shared process (Freire,
1970).
Education—teaching and learning—in praxis should seek methodological thoroughness
consistent with the exploration of creativity, curiosity and wonder, never-ending investigation,
and organic improvement. In this context, both teachers and learners participate transforming the
concepts of the content being thought (Freire, 1970), as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1
Curiosity As It Relates to Teaching and Learning

Note. As explained by Freire (1970, p. 33)
Education should also target both, individuals as well as their purpose within culture and
society. In other words, the process of learning should develop a consciousness towards human
beings as the aim and concern of their life process (Freire, 1970).
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Dialogics is the core of pedagogy in the reality of freedom. Freire’s exposition of the
dialogic model of education integrates dialog within a framework of the word possessing two
fundamental dimensions: reflection and action. They are so intricate, and vitally interconnected,
that if one is forgone the other one is directly affected (Freire, 1970), as illustrated in Figure 2.
Furthermore, Freire asserts that genuine, authentic word is always a “praxis” (p. 87), and
therefore carries an intrinsic ability to “transform reality” (p. 87).
Figure 2
Dimensions of Word
Action
Word = work = praxis
Reflection
Sacrifice the Action = verbalism
Sacrifice the Reflection = activism
Note. As explained by Freire (1970, p. 33)
Dialogue is the place where two individuals interpret, describe, and define the world
(Freire, 1970). Dialogue is a “horizontal relationship of which mutual trust between the
dialoguers is the logical consequence” (p. 91). Dialogue can only happen in the presence of love,
humility, hope, and faith. “In this format dialogic education is conveyed only in the environment
of “A” with “B” mediated by the world” and never in the interactions of “A” for “B” about “B”
(p. 93). Furthermore, dialogic generates critical thinking and fosters deep communication,
encouraging teacher and student together to solve the incongruity of banking education.
According to Freire, attentiveness to dialogic content will consequently generate emphasis on the
“program content of education” (p. 93).
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A second relevant concept to this study is the theory of disempowerment. Toomey (2001)
explains that there are occasions where developmental aid approaches may have “disempowering
results” (p. 5) This spin is mostly created by the “ambiguities and contradictions” (p. 5), of the
relationship between developmental models, its objectives, and those who implement them.
Empirical- literature concerning federal and non-government organizations (NGOs)
interventions suggest that despite the attention given to indigenous groups in Oaxaca through
development educational programs, these groups remain disempowered and in extreme poverty
(Carrington, 2010). Beyond the simplistic idea of placing power in the hands of an individual or
a community with the purpose of economic and social progress (The American Heritage
Dictionary, 2008), empowerment according to Arnstein’s Ladder (1969) is a participatory
process in which the desired outcome is the empowerment of individuals and their communities.
Perkins and Zimmerman (1995), front-runners in empowerment theory, stress that when an
individual or society successfully connects people’s “strengths and competencies, helping
systems and proactive behavior” (p. 569) toward the goal of collective transformation then the
result is empowerment.
Empowerment is also understood as an increase in the ability of each person to make decisions
and create the solutions to their problems (Toomey, 2008). Furthermore, ability is greatly
fostered by “two sets of interrelated factors: agency and opportunity” (Alsop, Bertelsen &
Holland, 2005, p. 10). Both agency and a vigorous opportunity system are critical to the
attainment of gradual and cumulative empowerment. The interaction between agency and
opportunity makes possible either the empowerment, the potential to increase the ability of
individuals and groups to make meaningful decisions, or their disempowerment, which is “the
constraint of individual choices and human collaboration” (p. 13). The following chart by
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Toomey (2008), explains how disempowerment can occur at the internal or external levels,
personal or collective and how different levels of disempowerment can be assigned to different
outcomes. Table 1 illustrates how lack of power at the internal/individual level may
psychologically predispose an individual to dependency, hopelessness, fatalistic attitudes, and at
the external level, low community engagement as well as reduced and controlled collective
options.
Table 1
Levels of Disempowerment
Level of

External

Internal

Disempowerment
Individual

• Low Civic Participation dependency

• Fatalistic attitudes

on others for livelihoods

• Dependency

Sickness, poverty

• Helplessness

• Lacks in capacities and capabilities

• No Intrinsic motivation
• Selfishness

Community

• Existing inequalities Immobilized

• Divided community

community Lack of resources to

• Low/no belief in the

make Change

power of the community

• Lack of external allies or support
from institutional structures

worth (belief in the power
of the community
• Prejudices, intolerance
(social mistrust)

Note. As presented by (Toomey, 2008, p. 150).
Disempowerment is a way of life for many communities around the globe (Bivens,
Moriarty, & Taylor, 2009), but especially for ethnic populations. Inasmuch as inequality and
marginalization continue to embed social and emotive codes of disempowerment, behaviors and
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efforts easily performed by non-ethnic persons will continue to be particularly difficult to
indigenous peoples. (Bivens et al., 2009).
Dynamics of Chronic Poverty Amongst Indigenous Oaxaca
Following the question concerning why indigenous from Oaxaca hesitate at engaging in
the creation of pedagogical alternatives to the educational challenges of their communities, this
study proceeds to ask a second crucial question: how do indigenous from Oaxaca understand the
absence of their participation in creating and innovating pedagogical answers within the
historical narrative of the poverty and inequality they have suffered?
Latin America in general continues to demonstrate chronic and deep poverty rates,
particularly amongst indigenous populations. In Mexico the gap of “severe” poverty rates is at a
disproportionate 68% and 17% within indigenous and non-indigenous populations, respectively
(Lunde, 2009). Furthermore, Lunde emphasized that poverty rates previously mentioned are not
only substantially greater but “downwardly rigid, falling at significantly slower rates than
national medians” (2009, p. 1).
Early studies addressing chronic poverty levels in ethnic populations usually measure
income per household along with three common human development factors: health services,
education, and standard of living (United Nations, 2019; Salas et al., 2018). These studies
usually focus on social and economic mobility, and “inter-temporal dynamics of income poverty,
often referred as “poverty dynamics” (Lunde, 2009).
Only until recent years has literature development concerning poverty dynamics widened
their span by shifting their attention from metrics and trends of poverty levels to stressing the
analysis of the dynamics involved in perpetuating it. The slow pace demonstrated by the field of
research defining the dynamics involved in the reoccurrence of poverty is easily explained by the
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emphasis of their objectives. Past tendencies to oversimplify and reduce the problem to income
distribution, economic growth, and resources availability have kept the attention away from
subjective yet crucial contributors such as inequality (2009). Additionally, Lunde (2009)
explained that “wider range longitudinal data [particularly] in middle and low-income countries”
(p. 3), regarding poverty has been unavailable.
From the 1990s until now, there has been a substantial increase in dynamic poverty
models, such as causation theories seeking to unravel distinctions in the notions of poverty as an
aftermath of historical processes rather than as the consequences of a particular mindset
(Abdelhak, Sulaiman & Mohd, 2012; Lunde, 2009; Payne, 2019).
Following are four components that are commonly seen as dynamics of the process of
poverty vulnerability:
1. “Exposure to [exogenous and endogenous] shocks [and risks]” (Abdelhak et al., 2012,
p. 259)
2. Lack of assets and entitlements.
3. Lack of resilience.
4. Lack of capabilities to overcome risks (Payne, 2019).
The World Bank (2001) treats destitution and poverty as unmovable concepts.
Contrariwise vulnerability in the context of poverty trends is active, explaining the responsive
tendencies of people during their lifetime. Thus, vulnerability to poverty is (a) the likelihood of a
person, a community, or a nation to decline in security, provision, health, and overall state of
prosperity (2001), and (b) a regression of prosperity below conventional social standards (The
World Bank, 2001).
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More recent descriptions appropriately recognize the complex dynamics of vulnerability
to poverty, thus defining it as the susceptibility of a household or community to “endogenous and
exogenous” (Abdelhak et. al., 2012, p. 259) factors and risks, coupled with the lack of agency to
prevail over those threats and adverse events. Abdelhak et al., emphasize that agency skills, and
responsive and adaptive behaviors are all crucial qualities for poverty alleviation (2012).
Of all the factors previously mentioned, human assets interactions are the most impactful
in constructing persistent poverty (Lunde, 2009). Lunde’s analysis of standardized open-ended
interviews revealed one of these human assets to be “low human capital” (p. 292), a dominant
stressor of auto-strengthening chronic poverty amongst indigenous populations. Inadequate and
poor education and marginalization are among the factors of low levels of human capital (Lunde,
2009).
The complex socio-economic and political dynamics are the basis of chronic poverty,
persistently reducing indigenous opportunities for external income exchange (2009) and
consequently obstructing their upward social mobility.
Review of the Psychological Profile of Indigenous Persons
Defining the cultural and psychological profile of indigenous peoples is relevant to this
study for two main reasons, with the first being the motivation of establishing the need for
substantial interpretations of life that can inform meaning. The second reason is derived from the
previous notions of poverty dynamics. Indigenous peoples are neither recurrently destitute
because of lack of adequate resources or because of slow national and regional economic growth
alone (Abdelhak et al.; Lunde, 2009; Payne, 2009; World Bank, 2001). Rather, as explained by
the review of literature, deep poverty is the result of the previously mentioned energies together
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in continuous motions impacting every aspect of the indigenous person and therefore their
community.
The conversation concerning indigenous psychological (IP) profile does not suggest
developing an inventory of the traits of what an indigenous person displays. In fact, while some
qualities of IP are easily identified as central, others seem certainly elusive (Abdelhak, 2012),
hence the focus of IP theorists on gaining knowledge on indigenous values, philosophical beliefs,
and the set of attitudes they hold towards themselves and the world around them.
IP finds its beginning in the field of cultural and cultural-sensitive psychology pursuing
interpretations of cultural, intellectual, and subjective structures of “thought, feeling, and
behavior” (p. 77). Individuals are not decontextualized actors, but rather premeditated
participants, bound by an explicit rational frame of reference and historical outlook (Chakkarath,
2012). These aspects of human life place the role of indigenous psychological make up as a
crucial component to the development of their perceptions, beliefs, and actions.
Research findings indicate that the state of Oaxaca hosts one of the largest aggregations
of ethnic groups in all Latin America, representing a sizeable range of languages, traditions, and
unique cultures which have helped define the character of their identity and collective beliefs
(Erickson, 2011; Lunde, 2009). According to the National Population Council (Consejo Nacional
de Población, 2004), almost 50% of Mexican indigenous inhabit the state.
One of the frequent tendencies of indigenous psychology literature is towards the concept
of power, colonialism, the power relations’ struggles between cultures sharing the same
geographical spaces, and their permanent psychological effect on ethnic populations (2012).
Colonialism’s most substantial impact was deeply felt in indigenous populations due to their
domination tactic of creating multiple social and racial classes and levels (Chakkarath, 2012).
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Lunde (2009), describes a top bottom social structure in which the Indio was placed at the lowest
rank of the newly established hierarchy (p.11). Chakkarath (2012) refers to use of linguistics as
another effective instruments of discrimination against ethnic individuals. Even today, the term
Indio carries a connotation of deep relegation and exclusion (Lunde, 2009). Creating new values
and experiences under the impact of the historic memory of neglect and exclusion is an existing
challenge for ethnic populations.
Education Underplayed in the State of Oaxaca
At the core of this inquiry, there is a motivational concern to fully understand the impact
of Mexico’s traditional pedagogical models on indigenous perceptions towards education.
Because education has predominantly been the strategy in the political processes of the
nation, this approach is reflected significantly in the nation’s school attendance. Until the late
1900s, children attended school on an average of only 2.6 years (The Economist, 2006). Even
though the curve rose to close to eight years in recent times, this data suggests that 35 million
adults barely completed nine grades (The Economist, 2006). Data from indigenous families are
even more staggering as only 1% of those million graduated from higher education (The
Economist, 2006).
Undervaluing the role and significance of education by the Mexican government has
created dynamics in the nations pedagogical systems resulting in the redirecting of resources
crucial for children schooling and the improvement of schools to government agendas. Oaxaca’s
Educational movements center around solving the political conflicts between the state and the
federal Union while preserving SEP’s centralized methods of schooling disregarding the needs
and most important the right to pedagogical autonomy of local communities. (Meyer, 2017).
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Hall & Patinos (2006) describe the condition of the infrastructure of Mexican indigenous
schools as extremely deficient with teachers that are not adequately trained— most of them do
not hold a bachelor’s on education degree—and are not provided with sufficient instructional
materials.
This contextual account is important because it intensifies the portrait describing
Mexico’s education and the factors colluding to diminish its transformative qualities. In an
environment of poverty and inequalities, indigenous peoples may not consider education relevant
to facilitating poverty exits and therefore their perception would be justified and consistent to the
idea that fast remunerations from child labor or migration to the U.S. are better pathways to the
survival of their communities (Carrington, 2010).
Autonomy and Empowerment in Political Processes
Recent studies expounding on discourses between the state and professional indigenous
emphasize autonomy and the struggle for free determination (FD) as a global development in
human rights movements amongst indigenous societies (Toomey, 2008). Departing from the
concept of independence alone, FD initiatives demand the liberty, either individually or
collectively, to achieve control of their “own destiny in all spheres of life within institutional and
judicial frameworks” (Rangel, 2017, p. 50), as well as challenges the State to conjointly create
and implement policies vis-à-vis every aspect of their social life (Rangel, 2017). These demands
do not signify the acknowledgment of a new nation inside the Republic of Mexico. Rather the
request for free determination is a corrective tactic from indigenous groups seeking the
establishment of internal structures to secure “cultural, financial and political rights” (Rangel,
2017, p. 50). Furthermore, FD pursues the enactment of “cultural standards and practices as well
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as the release of opportunities for ethnic peoples’ participation in diverse processes at the
regional, national and international levels” (p. 52).
Achieving autonomy and free determination–terms commonly use indistinctly–is
essential in the battle against inequality as these processes represent the return of authority to
indigenous communities through the reduction of susceptibility to “historical structures of
domination” (p. 52), the promotion of greater degrees of responsiveness towards ethnic groups
interests, and the support to the emergence of their own institutions (Rangel, 2017). This degree
of autonomy granted by the State provides indigenous groups limited independence; nonetheless,
it also allows them to partake of the State’s supply to secure development advancement
(Foxworth, 2015). By seeking to turn political power to their own hands, these groups are
requesting the recovery of their cultural identity and the access to participatory frameworks to
create processes and practices affecting them directly (Rangel, 2017; Toomey, 2008).
Foundational theories of autonomy differ from the oversimplified notion of power to selfgovern at the political level. In his seminal work Critique of Practical Reason, Immanuel Kant
(2004) defined autonomy as the power of a rational individual to regenerate moral beliefs and
values. Consequently, autonomy involves the ethical proposition of viewing a human being as a
reasoning one who is free and deserving of dignity and equality at all levels (Freire, 1998; Kant,
2012). In other words, autonomous rational individuals are free and equal to collectively create
“alternative ways of living” (Gonzalez Apopka, 2009; Bohm, Y Dinerstein, 2010, p. 19; Lunde,
2009; Foxworth, 2015; Toomey, 2008).
Indigenous and Engagement Practices
Supported by cultural accumulated history, indigenous communities’ function within
structures of organization whereby they formulate and execute decision at the local levels
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(Toomey, 2008). Such structures have been developed in the path of multifaceted power
expressions and relations, embedded in very distinctive and communal and cultural practices–as
their Usos y Costumbres system–defining life individually or collectively (2008).
According to Toomey (2008), when participatory frameworks are created outside inherent
social accepted methods, these dynamics of power create a disconnect between the practices of
engagement and the organizations promoting such strategies thus effecting marginal outcomes. If
a community is to attain greater levels of problem solving, it requires both local participation as
well as targeting their historical systems of inequality and marginalization that led them to the
socioeconomic context of poverty and exclusion, they find themselves in (Toomey, 2008).
Toomey asserted that both community participation for improved wellness of the communities
and the engagement in governmental processes for the creation of political spaces are essential
for empowerment. Nevertheless, without a “clear understanding of the motivations that shape the
actions of individuals and communities” (p. 35) such realities are unattainable.
Community participation in political discourses will doubtfully make a difference in
engaging structures of injustice without the “capability and capacity for change at the local level”
(p. 39). Capabilities of freedoms are the “end and the means, the processes and the opportunities”
(Nussbaum and Sen 2008, p. 39) for change. In other words, political practices should improve
abilities and skills, but these political practices can be equally persuaded by the effective use of
capabilities of indigenous engagement and participatory actions (Toomey, 2008).
Particularly in the field of education, self-determination theorists have outlined
autonomy, capabilities, and social capital as inherent “psychological needs” able to encourage or
impede self-motivation and community engagement (Nussbaum & Sen, 2008; Richard &
Edward, 2000). Building common assessment approaches of what indigenous groups do not have
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in terms of progress, Nussbaum (2012) and Sen (1999) incorporate social justice and equality as
essential elements to the concept of capabilities. Capability or capabilities (commonly used
indistinctly) are intrinsically bound to societies’ practice of “decency and justice” (Nussbaum,
2011, location 220), and answers the “essential enquiry of what a person [is] able to do and to
be” (location 220). Capabilities reside in the structures of opportunities available in a society or
lack thereof. The presence of these alternatives and possibilities in a social structure therefore
become critical to the success its citizens to be and to do to the extent of their possibilities
(Nussbaum & Sen, 2008). Inversely the absence of these opportunities restricts action and
involvement.
Alongside Freire’s (1978) notions, Peter Senge (1990) frames dialog as a critical
component of participatory processes of change. Dialog is a necessary vehicle to initiate
conversations concerning a specific task or challenge. Senge points to the concept of collective
processes of learning where citizens “continually learn how to learn together” (Senge, 1990, p.
158, e-book) and consequently learn how to resolve difficulties collectively.
Transformative Education
Carrington (2010), points to education as the key to the positive transformation of
indigenous impoverished contexts. Furthermore, Carrington (2010) explains that education
should empower individuals to defeat poverty through the development of human capital
necessary to respond and profit from economic growth, the improvement of welfare, and
reduction of social inequalities.
In the same line of thought Bivens, et al., (2009), emphasized how developmental
strategies targeting conventional models of education demonstrate limited results in three ambits:
1) collective empowerment, 2) socio-economic transformation, and 3) financial earnings from
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years of schooling (Bivens, et al., 2009). Particularly in Latin American contexts, findings
identify these outcomes as the result of methodologies and content assisting the reproduction of
“norms, values and drivers within cultures” (Bivens, et al., 2009, p. 99) responsible for
strengthening indigenous sense of disempowerment and chronic poverty (2009).
In their article Bivens et al. (2009) accentuate Transformational Education (TE) as a
current educational approach demonstrating positive outcomes throughout impoverished
contexts, particularly those stressed by violence, displacement, and “marginalization and
disempowerment” (p. 99). The two most highlighted models of TE, Escuela Nueva (EN) and Fe
y Alegria (FyA), reaching five million and 800,000 children respectively, are demonstrating
transformative outcomes in student’s social engagement with their communities as well as
advanced intellectual growth (Bivens et al., 2009). In practice TE follows constructivist
approaches where classroom setup is child-centered rather than teacher- centered and students
working together on assignments and projects are encouraged to “think critically, to question,
and to reflect upon what they are being thought in relation to the reality the are experiencing”
(Bivens et al., 2009, p. 101). In addition, curriculum content is developed from local context and
children agency is encouraged through participation in projects outside the school that connect
community issues with their learning. Bivens et al. (2009) concluded that TE emphasis on
teacher and student engagement in contextual community reality along with encouraging free
determination and participatory action is a fundamental framework for social change.
“Rather than being the object of educational goals, students become subjects of
education, transforming their learning into vital resource to meet their needs and achieve
their objective, thus transforming the educational sector into an energetic motor for social
shifts” (p. 106).
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Indigenous and Education
A study by Carrington (2010) of Progresa’s impact on indigenous parents demands for
education suggested that indigenous in correlation to non-indigenous generally demand less
education. Progresa – currently Oportunidades – is a conditional cash transfer (CCT) program
whose objective is to stimulate demands for education as a strategy to fight Mexico’s poverty
rates. The assessment of the Progresa program investigated changes in behavior concerning
educational demands measuring outcomes through the implementation of three surveys at three
different dates (1998, 2003 and 2007). Along with education, additional areas measured were
“food consumption, expenditure, health care, and ability of the woman to make household
decisions” (Carrington, 2010, p. 23). The design was experimental, arbitrarily choosing 506 of
6,396 rural localities whose participation was restricted by the criteria for admission to the
program. The localities were form the seven states of Guerrero, Hidalgo, Michoacan, Puebla, San
Luis Potosi, and Veracruz and a total of 24,000 families were surveyed in the selected
communities. In addition, visits to these families took place every six months to collect
supplementary data concerning social changes and their implications to the temporary outcomes
of the program (Secretaria de Desarrollo Social, 2005). An OLS regression was implemented to
define the level of impact of main aspects on the demand for education, such as “being in
Progresa, being indigenous, and being both indigenous and in the CCT” (p.30). The study also
targeted the views of parents towards education; however, the use of quantitative surveys limited
the responses to “yes” and “no,” greatly restricting the collection of data able to generate indepth parental perceptions and meaning of education (p.34). Despite the tactical design of the
program to encourage demands for more education, particularly in indigenous groups, “the effect
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of being indigenous and in Progresa did not achieve statistically significant results of .10 level”
(Carrington, 2010, p. 37).
Even though the Progresa cash transfer program successfully increased demands for
education across the board, indigenous parents from highly marginalized areas demanded
considerably less (approximately 0.19 years) than non-indigenous participants of CCT
(Carrington, 2010). Noteworthy among the outcomes of the study is the notion that government
cash incentives have not substantially increased indigenous parents request for more education
for their children in relation to non-indigenous families, much less engaged them in creating their
own educational alternatives. Overall, Carrington (2010) credited flaws and inconsistencies in
Progresa to the failure of significant increase demand for education on indigenous populations.
Intercultural Education
Since 1990s there has been an increase of indigenous educational research in Mexico
targeting multiculturalism and the development of indigenous knowledge recognition and
appreciation (Gonzalez Apodaca, 2009). Strengthened by multiple and new ways of funding,
public indigenous groups and associations have endeavored to move forward in terms of
autonomy and decision making, placing their ethnicity before the State as the “driver of
fundamental changes to the education’s system of Oaxaca” (Gonzalez Apodaca, 2009, p. 20).
In her study Bertely (2006) suggested the urgency of analytical thinking and a new
transformational methodology for the social and political spheres of indigenous societies,
particularly those in Latin America. Indigenous in Mexico include “13% of the Mexican
population, 25% of the poorer sectors of the nation, and 40% of the rural population of America
Latina” (Bertely, 2006, p. 214). In terms of action, indigenous are more often substantiating their
rights to legislative and political processes as well as the “recognition to an international
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jurisprudence on behalf of indigenous people’s rights” (p. 214). Focusing on the autonomy
earned by Zapatistas Chiapas’ group at the onset of the new millennium, Bertely (2006) contends
that this movement took place within self-determination dynamics operating in diverse political
and organizational ambits whose after-effects rendered “public institutions and its leadership” (p.
215) inefficient and unproductive in indigenous every-day life. Amongst these policies and
practices were the educational system and its curriculum design whose content demonstrated a
significant gap “between the pedagogical prescriptions dictated by the dominant class and the
oppressive socio-economic, political and cultural conditions of the indigenous societies” (p.
216). Indigenous resolution to appropriate public schools explains their posture concerning
education as a political agent. Most examples of such movements of educational annexations
have occurred in the states of Oaxaca, Jalisco, and Chiapas (Bertely, 2006).
Bertely’s (2006) study used inductive intercultural methods, interpretive, naturalistic, and
ecologic educative ethnography as well as some key methodologic aspects of grounded theory
design. One of the outcomes of this study was a small booklet entitled “Men and Women of the
Corn. Democracy and Indigenous Rights for the World” (Bertely, 2006). This project was
divided in four segments that covered exploration, experimentation, educational materials
design, and material validation with each of the community subjects of interest; children, youth,
adults, elderly, and educators involved in each municipality. One of the central purposes of this
work was to emphasize the intrinsic value that creating a model of ethical education and both
intercultural and bilingual citizenship has in communicating “universal and scholastic indigenous
knowledge” (p. 228). This project most important outcomes “consisted of validating the proposal
1) a supplementary backing to formal and informal education; and 2) as support in the formation
of a new type of leadership” (p. 229).
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The review outlined in this chapter advises further inquiry concerning education as the
path for the empowerment of indigenous persons to create significant and lasting socio-economic
change in their communities. Most of all it exposes a clear gap in the literature that will serve as
the foundation of the research question(s) for the present study.
The most significant gap in the literature is the absence of investigations involving
indigenous created interventions on educational alternatives (Gonzalez Apodaca, 2009). As
literature suggested, important changes are taking place predominantly in intercultural pedagogy;
however, these efforts are political approaches targeting cultural acknowledgement and
“recognition of the history that has defined the relationships of power” (Gonzalez Apodaca,
2009, p. 22) between the state and the different ethnic groups of Oaxaca. Embedded systems of
government and apparent economic progress has centered indigenous interventions on political
dialog, leaving on the shelf the empowering qualities of education to shape human qualities
consistent with vigorous community engagement, equality, and prosperity ((Nussbaum & Sen
2008).
Indigenous of Oaxaca consider education important (Carrington, 2010), however the
trajectory of their socio-economic progress poses the following questions: How is education
important? Why is it important? And most of all, what is it important for? Unless educational
approaches shift to target counteractive, and developmental representations they will not “lead to
the inclusion, [benefit and] or change of the most marginalized groups” (Bivens, et al., 2009, p.
99).
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Table 2
Studies of Indigenous Participation in Educational Processes
Study

Study
Design

Sample Size &
Instruments of
Data Collection

Progresa
Carrington
(2019)

Quantitat
ive
Methods

Surveys
506 Participants

Shanee A.
Washingto
n
(2019)

Qualitati
ve
Methods

Meyers L.
(2017)

Qualitati
ve
Methods

Participant
Observations and
Individual SemiStructured
interviews
30 Participants
Interviews
Analysis of
Documents,
Autobiographies,
Photos, and
Events,
Surveys

Factors Linked to
Indigenous Persons
Participation in
Educational Processes
Non-responsive to
cash incentive to
increase indigenous
parents’ educational
demands.
Indigenous parents
and community
member’s expressions of
educational engagement
as autonomy of
education
Findings demonstrate
that participants have
continue to use the skills
and knowledge learned
despite of culture-bound
western perspectives of
developmentally
appropriate educational
practices

Chapter Summary
Most of the literature examined in this chapter proposes that indigenous communities of
Oaxaca have and continue to lean on political processes for the solutions of their socioeconomic
challenges. The empirical research reviewed also substantiated their view of education as mainly
a vehicle to recover their lost identity and reframe new structures of power relations.
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To question the educational system of the state of Oaxaca could appear to be an
acceptable path to understand the problem and the purpose of this study. Pedagogy’s theorist
Oscar Jara (2010) implies that it is the kind of education indigenous receive what is capable of
solve their poverty and marginalization. The kind that would consider intercultural content and
congruent methodologies to shape a new leadership.
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III. Methodology

This chapter describes the procedures and methods utilized in the current study,
addressing the choice of research design, research context, criteria for selecting the participants,
data collection procedures, the process of analysis of the collected data to answer the research
questions, and a discussion of the ethical considerations of the study.
The purpose of this multi-site qualitative case study was to explore the cultural
perceptions and values indigenous persons towards education as an agent of social and economic
transformation. The locations for the investigation were Usila, Nopala and Etla, all communities
of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.
Description of Research Design
This case study utilized a qualitative approach collecting qualitative data vis-a- vis the
constructs previously reviewed. In contrast with other qualitative approaches, such as
ethnography which focuses at providing definitions of the culture of the communities implicated
in this research (Creswell & Poth, 2018, Joyner et al., 2018, Merriam, 1998), the case study
approach was most appropriate in answering the research questions with a core emphasis of
exploring indigenous explicit and implicit perceptions concerning engagement and innovative
educational practices (Yin, 2018). Being an evidence-based method, this research design allowed
the current investigation to reach deep into the everyday context of the participants’ historical
circumstances (Yin, 2018). Particularly suitable were the qualities of case study techniques of
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examining the occurrence by incorporating additional sources of information, (Creswell & Poth,
2018), such as open-ended interviews, standardized sociodemographic questionaries, and one
unstructured group observation in Nopala, Oaxaca (Creswell & Poth, 2018, 96-97). Data
collection took place in the communities of Usila, Nopala, and Etla, viewing each site as distinct
contexts within the state of Oaxaca. According to Merriam (1998), one of the advantages of
multisite analysis is its ability to achieve greater degrees of analysis persuasiveness, by
amplifying the range of the “phenomenon of interest” (p. 212).
Research Context
Site 1. Cultural Background and Setting: Usila, Oaxaca
Usila, Oaxaca is a small indigenous community located in the northeast part of the state.
Its full name is San Felipe Usila, with a population closed to 14,000. The origin Chinanteco,
Usila’s municipality covers an area of 255.17 km/2 belonging to Tuxtepec District of the
Papaloapan Region. (Oaxacaculture.com, 2014). The community’s economy is mostly based on
agriculture, regional art, and services and the main crops are corn, coffee, and ginger.
The institute of Public Education of Oaxaca (IEEPO) is the government office for
education. It regulates all educational activities of public and private schools in the community.
There are three public preschools, three elementary schools, two junior highs and one high
school in this small town. All schools are public institutions. Most buildings include three to five
large classrooms, two bathrooms and a civic center porch. Some schools have a couple of small
rooms for teacher’s quarters. Townley (2016) affirmed that all indigenous schools in Oaxaca
lack basic and appropriate conditions for educational activities such as “proper ventilation,
enough desks, bookshelves, textbooks, school supplies, restrooms and even running water,” (p.
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122), however the researcher was restricted from visiting the schools due to the pandemic of
COVID-19. All schools, and school staff activities were under lock down due to this crisis.
As with most indigenous groups in the state of Oaxaca, Usila’s cultural and natural make
up are rich in traditions, costumes, legends, and beliefs. Particularly in the art, music and
gastronomy fields, their rooted cultural identity has boosted Oaxacas popularity nationally and
internationally. Usila follows the practice of Usos y costumbres (UC), an ancestral system of
norms regulating the elections of towns leadership, as well as the traditions and costumes
directing “social, cultural, economic, religious and political” every-day life (Perez, 2010, p.89).
Data collection took place at the facilities of one of the evangelical churches of town. To
maintain confidentiality, the church is referred to with the fictitious name of Vida Plena. Vida
Plena has built a reputation of genuinely caring for the people of Usila through its active
involvement in helping the needs of the community. The pastor of the congregation, a husband
and father of two married young adults and a grandfather of three, helped the researcher identify
the school director- a active teacher-, a mother, and two teachers as participants of the study.
The interviews and the sociodemographic questionnaire were conducted in the
multipurpose room of the church building, which had previously been adapted as a medical and
dental clinic during medical operations. The multipurpose room was empty with about 200 chairs
stacked up on the left side of the room. A table and three chairs were set up during the collection
of information. The sociodemographic questionnaire was distributed at the beginning of the
meetings, giving ample time to answer the questions (see Appendix C). The interview took place
between 10:00 am and 12:00 noon on both days. The questions for the interview were emailed to
all prospective participants the week before the data collection started (see Appendix B). The
director of the school took the first slot in the schedule followed by the mother on the first day
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and the two teachers on the second day. All participants were previously informed of the study
through the participant consent form emailed to them on the first week of February 2021. Open
ended questions were asked in an exploratory relaxed manner, giving space to cross over other
themes if the participants considered important enough to expand on it.
Site 2. Cultural Background and Setting: Nopala, Oaxaca
Nopala, Oaxaca is an indigenous community of 17,853 people, comprised of 47% men
and 52.2% women-(datamexico.org, 2015). Located in the southwest part of the state, it covers
an area of approximately 196.48 km of the Chatino zone and about half of the population speak
the Chatino language. The community’s economy is mostly based on agriculture, cattle, regional
art, and services and the main crops are corn, beans chiles, and coffee.
The institute of Public Education of Oaxaca (IEEPO) is the government office for
educating all the educational activities of public and private schools in the community. Three
preschools, three elementary schools, two junior highs, and two high schools constitute the
education’s system of Nopala. All schools in this community are governmental institutions. Most
buildings include three to five large classrooms, bathrooms, and a civic center porch. Some
schools have a couple of small rooms for teacher’s quarters. Townley (2016) affirmed that all
indigenous schools in Oaxaca lack basic and appropriate conditions for educational activities
such as “proper ventilation, enough desks, bookshelves, textbooks, school supplies, restrooms
and even running water,” (p. 122); however, the researcher was restricted from visiting the
schools due to the pandemic of COVID-19. All schools, and school staff activities were under
lock down due to this crisis.
As with most indigenous groups in the state of Oaxaca, Nopala’s cultural and natural
make up are rich in traditions, costumes, legends, and beliefs. Particularly in the art, music and
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gastronomy fields, their rooted cultural identity has boosted Oaxacas popularity nationally and
internationally. Nopala follows the practice of Usos y costumbres (UC).
Data collection took place in a well-known restaurant of Nopala. For confidentiality, the
restaurant is referred to with the fictitious name of Las Brisas. The interviews and the
sociodemographic questionnaire were conducted in a private area of Las Brisas. The restaurant
was selected as the site for the data collection due to its convenient central location. The room
had two tables and chairs. The researcher and the participants did the interviews over coffee and/
or a meal. The sociodemographic questionnaires were distributed at the beginning of the meeting
(see Appendix C). The interviews took place between 10:00 am and 12:00 noon on both days.
The questions for the interview were emailed to all prospective participants the week before the
data collection started (see Appendix B). The mother was interviewed first, followed by one
teacher. The second day participants included the second teacher and the administrator. All
participants were previously informed of the study through the participant consent form emailed
to them on the first week of February of 2021. Consent forms were signed in the presence of the
researcher on the day of interview. Open ended questions were asked in an exploratory relaxed
manner, giving space to cross over other themes if the participants considered them important
enough to expand.
Site 3. Cultural Background and Setting: Etla, Oaxaca
Etla, Oaxaca is situated 18 km northwest of the capital of the state Oaxaca, city. Its
population of 10, 737 (datamexico.org, 2015), and is mostly comprised of mestizo groups (mix
of Spanish and indigenous groups from other parts of the state), and Mixe ethnic group. Forty-six
percent are men, and 53% percent are women. Their language is mostly Spanish, with the older
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generation speaking both Spanish and Mixe. The community’s economy is mostly based on retail
trade, temporary accommodations, manufacturing industries and food preparation and drinks.
The institute of Public Education of Oaxaca (IEEPO) is the government office for
education. IEEPO regulates all educational activities of public and private schools in Etla. There
are two preschools and one elementary school in Etla, as well as one private school. Most publicschool buildings include three to five large classrooms, two bathrooms and a civic center porch.
Some schools have a couple of small rooms for teacher’s quarters. Townley (2016) affirms that
all indigenous schools in Oaxaca lack basic and appropriate conditions for educational activities
such as “proper ventilation, enough desks, bookshelves, textbooks, school supplies, restrooms
and even running water,” (p. 122) however the researcher was restricted from visiting the schools
due to the pandemic of COVID-19. All schools, and school staff activities were under lock down
due to this crisis.
Data collection took place in March of 2021 in a rented house of the community of Etla.
The home was selected as the site for the data collection due to its convenient central location.
The meeting room with participants was a quiet place in an open Terraza on the left part of the
back of the house. There were two sets of couches and four chairs in the room. The
sociodemographic questionnaires were distributed at the beginning of the meeting (see Appendix
C). Questions for the interview were emailed to all prospective participants the week before the
data collection started (see Appendix B). The mother was interviewed first, followed by one of
the teachers. The administrator/director and the second teacher were interviewed the second day.
All participants were previously informed of the study through the participant consent form
emailed to them in February 2021. Consent forms were signed in the presence of the researcher
on the day of interview.
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Participants
The participants of the study were identified as indigenous according to Mexican
ethnicity guidelines: natives of the state and first and/or second-generation descendants of four of
the 17 ethnic groups of Oaxaca: Chatino, Zapoteco, Chinanteco, and Mestizo. From each of the
selected communities, there were two practicing teachers, one mother, and one school director
chosen, and active teacher as well. Note that teachers in Oaxaca do not have to be licensed to
teach. Many teachers have received their positions and tenure by inheritance from a parent
teacher or by a friend politician. The rationale for selecting indigenous teachers and school
administrators rests on their funds of knowledge and awareness of educational processes as well
as the implicit notion of competence these individuals own. Competence is an essential and
necessary quality for imaginative, innovative, and productive action. To create educational
alternatives in the community, teachers and school directors would be expected to be the agents
leading the effort. All participating teachers were preschool and elementary level teachers. For
purpose of confidentiality pseudonyms were used to protect the identity of participants.
The rationale for selecting the group of mothers is the position they hold within the
family unit of every indigenous community in Oaxaca, as home and family caretaker, influencer,
and core transmitter of “comunalidad,” also known as indigenous values, priorities and
communal practices” (Meyer, 2011, p. 89).
The participants were identified and selected through the relationships built during the
researcher’s extensive missionary and humanitarian work throughout the state. The researcher is
fluent in the local language, which is Spanish, although most indigenous individuals are bilingual speaking their ethnic language and Spanish as a second language. Note that all
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indigenous teachers are required by the department of Education of the state of Oaxaca to speak
Spanish fluently.
Role of Researcher
The thought of this study originated during the researcher’s missionary efforts amongst
the Chinanteco, Mixteco, Mixes and Chatino groups in the state of Oaxaca, Mexico. From the
start her work has been predominantly in the fields of evangelism, humanitarian aid, and
education. As relationships began to form so did partnerships particularly in education. Her
participation was critical in the starting of Colegio Erich Pohlenz in Oaxaca City (tMixes group
region), Insituto Alfa in the town of Puerto Escondido (predominately Chatino and Mixteco
groups), and Centro de Aprendizaje Ancora in the town of Tuxtepec (the region of the
Chinanteco group). Additionally, 11 schools were started by her missionary organization in
August of 2020. Even though her time in Oaxaca was done during intervals of two weeks at a
time, six times per year or more in average, the accumulated periods over the 30 years of work in
Oaxaca afforded her sufficient time for experiencing and observing the culture of these
indigenous groups.
The researcher holds a BA of communication form ITESO located in Guadalajara, Jalisco
(1988). Through the approach of action research her thesis – Design and implementation of a
Monthly Programming of Preschool Adapted Education for Caritas Preschool efforts in Liberty
Sector of the City of Guadalajara – of communication processes influence learning and
instruction.
Measures for Ethical Protection
The investigation strictly followed ethical guidelines of privacy and confidentiality
concerning the protection of subject’s participants. Key contributors had knowledge of the
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research prior to the interview, granting permission and signing consent forms willingly.
Interviews did not collect personal identifiable information and participants actual names were
protected by using pseudonyms. The same procedure was followed with names of organizations,
and interview sites. The researcher did not use data from participants electronic platforms nor
collected “highly intimate details of their lives” (Merriam, 1998, p. 132).
Data Collection
Data was gathered from four participants in each of the selected communities within a
time frame of one month from the initial contact to ask the participation of the subjects, consent
of participation and one on one interview time. All participants were presented with two primary
methods of data collection: one sociodemographic questionnaire and one unstructured in-depth
interview containing eight questions.
Additionally, one unstructured participant observation was scheduled in the dissertation
proposal. The observations were to take place at a monthly teachers’ meetings at the elementary
school of each of the selected the communities, however due to COVID-19 all academic and
school activities had been suspended since March of 2020. For this reason, only one participant
observation took place in the community of Nopala.
Instruments Used in Data Collection
The sociodemographic questionnaire was a generic instrument containing 10 items aimed
at obtaining participant’s sociodemographic information regarding gender, age, ethnicity, level of
education, grades teaching, monthly salary, and community participation in educational
alternatives. Questionnaires were completed by participants and collected at the beginning of all
interviews. (See Appendix B).
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The interviews were semi-structured and informal, consisting of eight open-ended
questions targeting an in-depth exploration of the issues at hand and congruent with both the
research questions and the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 2 (See Appendix B). The
open-ended questions were asked in a probing yet relaxed manner, giving space to cross over
other themes if the participants viewed it important enough to explain and/or expand on.
A total of 12 questionnaires, 12 interviews, and one group observation took place in a
timeframe of 10 days. Sessions were designed to last a maximum of two hours. Twelve
indigenous persons- nine teachers, male, or female, and three mothers between the ages of 21
and 75, participated in the investigation, restricted only by availability. The interviews’ questions
were centered on:
•

Exploring indigenous perceptions of pedagogy and its fundamental aptitude to
influence the social and economic dynamics of their communities.

•

Understanding fundamental cultural values, beliefs, attitudes, and practices regarding
their participation in creating educational alternatives (See Appendix B).

A total of 8 hours and 30 minutes hours of recording data were collected during the 12
questionnaires and interviews.
Reliability and Validity of the Instruments
According to Merriam (1998) quantitative and qualitative approaches address their
audiences differently to prove the reliability and validity of their studies. In contrast to
quantitative research which employs numerical measurements and variables, qualitative studies
focus on reflective and contemplating observation of the occurrence of a phenomenon, in the
real-life context in which is occurring to construct meaning and understanding. Validation is an
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approach that corroborates the accuracy of the findings as perceived by the “researcher, the
participants and the reader” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p.259).
Validity of Interviews
To address the concern of validity of the interviews, this investigation analyzed all
information triangulating the data gathered at two levels: the instruments of data collection;
careful corroborating evidence collected through sociodemographic questionnaire, interviews;
and participant observation in one site only (Creswell & Poth, 2018), and secondly at the site
level. Merriam (1998) supports multisite case studies as another method to increase the validity
of qualitative studies. Cross analysis of data gathered in all three sites facilitated a richer
description and interpretation of indigenous perceptions towards education (Creswell & Poth,
2018).
Reliability of Interviews
Following on Yin (2018) recommendations concerning reliability the researcher first
recorded all interviews followed by a thorough transcription of the same. Recordings were done
in Spanish and participant ethnic language when needed and were transcribed to Spanish and
English. All transcripts were sent back to participants for approval of data content by participants
before analysis begin. All transcripts were sent back signed to researcher.
Validity of Participant Observation
To address the concern of validity of the participant observation this investigation
analyzed all information triangulating the data gathered at two levels: the instruments of data
collection; careful corroborating evidence collected through sociodemographic questionnaire,
interviews, and participant observation (Creswell & Poth, 2018), and secondly at the site level.
Merriam (1998) endorses multisite case studies as another method to increase the validity of
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qualitative studies. Cross analysis of data gathered in all three sites facilitated a richer
description and interpretation of indigenous perceptions towards education (Creswell & Poth,
2018).
Reliability of Participant Observation
Following Yin’s (2018) recommendations concerning reliability, the researcher recorded
the only participant observation followed by a thorough transcription of the same. Recordings
were done in Spanish and participant ethnic language when needed and were transcribed to
Spanish and English for analysis. All transcripts were sent back to participants for approval of
data content before analysis begin. All transcripts were send back signed to researcher.
Procedures
This exploratory case study closely followed indigenous community protocols by first
contacting the organizations’ leaders, with whom close and trustworthy relationships had been
built during the past 20 years, asking for permission to come into their communities to conduct
the research. This procedure was followed by identifying and contacting two indigenous
teachers, one indigenous teacher/principal and one indigenous mother in each site. The use of
socio-demographic questionnaires, unstructured open-ended interviews and one observation
functioned as vital instruments of data collection. These approach to gather data encouraged
indigenous participation for sharing their perceptions, “stories [and] experiences on their own
terms” (Shanee, 2019), p.108). Interview questions, dialogs and observation were explicitly
composed in direct correlation to the purpose, research questions and theoretical foundation of
this study. The accounts of indigenous experiences and practices provided the in-depth data
needed for the current case. The current study started in Usila, Oaxaca, followed by Nopala, and
finishing all collection activities in the community of Etla.
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The current research utilized exploratory, inductive, and cross-case methods of analyzing
the data. Combining these methods facilitated the identification of themes and topics from the
perceptions of teachers’ pedagogical experiences (Merriam, 1998). Interview transcripts were
categorized “emphasi[zing] the structure of the narrative explanations and their relationship to
the social context” (p. 158). These narratives are “first-person accounts” (p. 157) of indigenous
persons perceptions, practices, capabilities, involvements, and knowledge concerning education,
disempowerment, and community engagement (Merriam, 1998). Cross-case analysis provided
the structure for recognizing, breaking down and classifying information in codes, themes, and
patterns. This analytical strategy of thematic categorization was particularly helpful for the
exploration and recognition of meaning and behavior of indigenous persons participatory
processes, their attitudes towards their educational experiences and the view of themselves in
educational, political, and social ambits.
Sociodemographic questionnaires answers were categorized in Tables 3, 4 and 5,
reducing the information collected to gender, age, present involvement in education, ethnicity,
level of education, and initiative in participatory processes. Recordings from all interviews were
transcribed into written format and emailed back to participants for approval and signature. Since
recordings were made in Spanish, all text was also translated into English for review of
Methodologist of the research. Because the participant/mother in Usila was monolingual the
researcher used the help of a Chinanteco/Spanish translator to record the interview.
Recordings and transcripts were heard and read several times before analysis to identify,
categorize, and code responses. Delve, a qualitative software was used strictly to organize and
categorize the information collected. The features offered by Delve significantly facilitated the
identification and collating of codes to ensure a more detailed, and comprehensive analysis.
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Table 3
Participants Socio-demographics. Site # 1 Usila, Oaxaca
Participant Age Gender

Grade

Education

Volunteer in Ed

Teaching

Level

Project

Ethnicity

Director

40

M

1,2,3

BEd

Yes

Chinanteco

Mother

73

F

0

0

No

Chinanteco

Teacher

45

F

2,4,5,6

BEd

No

Chinanteco

Teacher

50

M

6

B/Ind.Ed

No

Chinanteco

Table 4
Participants Socio-demographics. Site # 2 Nopala, Oaxaca
Participant Age Gender

Grade

Education

Volunteer in Ed

Teaching

Level

Project

Ethnicity

Director

54

M

0

BEd

Yes

Chatino

Mother

32

F

0

High School

No

Chatino

Teacher

39

F

2

B/Ind.Ed

Yes

Zapoteco

Teacher

40

F

1

BEd

No

Chatino

Ethnicity

Table 5
Participants Socio-demographics. Site # 3 Etla, Oaxaca
Participant Age Gender

Grade

Education

Volunteer in Ed

Teaching

Level

Project

Director

40

F

1,2,3

BEd

Yes

Mestizo

Mother

39

F

0

High School

No

Mestizo

Teacher

32

F

1,2

BEd

No

Zapoteco

Teacher

42

F

1

BEd

Yes

Zapoteco
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Methods to Address Assumptions of Generalizability
External validity is one of the methods to address assumptions of generalizability. In this
study external validity is achieved through the following strategies: (1) the use of several sites as
subunits of the case study to expand the understanding of readers of the case and its possibilities
of transferability; and (2) by providing a “rich, thick description” (Merriam, 1998) of the case,
and helping the readers identify how the findings could be replicated if other studies were to
follow the same procedures (Yin, 2018).
Data Analysis
Research Question 1
What are the cultural perception and values of indigenous Oaxacans towards education
that prevent them from engaging in creating educational alternatives?
Research Question 2
How do Indigenous Oaxacans understand the effects of the absence of their participation
in educational processes within the historical narrative of poverty and inequality they have
suffered?
The results of the current study derive from the methodological procedures previously
described in chapter three. Triangulation took place at two levels: (1) methodssociodemographic questionnaires, interviews and one observation, (2) sites and contexts-Usila,
Nopala, and Etla. Data were analyzed using a thematic approach combining two central
strategies of examination: constant comparative, and analytic induction, going back and forth
through the content of interviews between the sites, the participants, and their roles in their
communities. This approach allowed codes, and themes to emerge in a natural and intuitive
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manner (Merriam, 1998). Transcripts and notes from the un-structured participant observations
in Nopala followed the same approach.
According to Merriam (1998), thematic analysis identifies “recurring patterns across
[large] volumes of raw data” (p.179), facilitating the creation of concept meaning that answers to
the research questions. The researcher first reviewed the data of each site as a separate case,
establishing each participant as an inter-site sub-unit of analysis. The examination of each site as
a single case was followed by a cross-case analysis of all interviews, first with all the principals
followed by all mothers across all sites and lastly analyzing every teacher from each of one the
locations.
Delve, a qualitative software was utilized to organize and classify transcripts,
significantly aiding in the identification of codes, categories, sub-categories, and themes. (Log-in
credentials are available upon request exclusively to the dissertation’s chair and methodologist).
The researcher initiated the analysis with three basic predetermined codes -a deductive
technique- related to the research questions as a tactic to bound the coding to the purpose of the
research. The three start up codes were: Ethnicity and poverty, views of community engagement,
and perceptions of schools. As indicated previously the subsequent codes were developed from
hearing the interviews recording and reading the transcripts, comparing sites, “incidents,
respondent remarks” (p.179), viewpoints, experiences, back and forth, listening several times to
the recordings of interviews and going through the observation notes to identify codes and
patterns (Merriam, 1998).
A codebook was developed from the initial 116 codes and its corresponding extracts of
data, containing roughly 106 pages of information. Codes were then collated into categories
following repetition of patterns in the data. This process continued several times, comparing
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information, relating it to the theoretical framework stands and the research questions to validate
the selection of emerged themes. Following this thorough and meticulous process was an
effective strategy used by the researcher not only to build rich inferences of the case study but to
help building tension between the researcher prior biases towards the phenomenon (Punch &
Oancea, 2014) and the results of the analysis.
Summary
Chapter three has delineated the methodology and procedures of the current study. A
thorough description of the context of each site was presented along with participants distinctive
characteristics. Lastly an account of the procedures of the analysis was presented, finishing this
section of the study with an explanation of the measures taken to ensure the validity and
reliability of each instrument of data collection.
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IV. Results

“There is abundant food in the field of the poor, but it is swept away by injustice”
Proverbs 13:23 New English Translation Bible
The purpose of this multi-site qualitative case study was to explore the cultural
perceptions and values of indigenous peoples towards education as an agent of social and
economic transformation. This chapter presents an outline of (a) the methods of data collection,
(b) a description of the data analysis, and (c) the findings of the study vis-a-vis the research
questions: 1) What are the cultural perceptions and values of indigenous Oaxacans towards
education that prevent them from engaging in creating and leading educational alternatives? and
2) How do indigenous Oaxacans understand the effects of the absence of their participation in
educational processes within the historical narrative of the poverty and inequality they have
suffered?
The composition format for reporting the findings of this study follow Yin’s (2018)
recommendations for multi-site case studies. Instead of creating separate sections or chapters
addressing each individual case study, a cross case analysis was constructed contain sub-sections
covering each “separate cross-case issue” (p. 228), as well as each case’s information interwoven
throughout the report (Yin, 2018).
Despite the diverse forms of developmental efforts from both government and nongovernment organizations (NGOs), indigenous from Oaxaca, Mexico continues to exhibit fixed
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extreme poverty rates. Traditional tactics of addressing poverty levels within ethnic populations
have emphasized factors such as income per household, health services, education, and standard
of living. Recent approaches have shifted to target poverty dynamics such as individual’s
mindset, poverty vulnerability to external/internal factors and threats, and agency capabilities.
Additionally, Bertley (20006) explained that notwithstanding recent negotiations between
government and ethnic groups focusing on autonomy, free determination, and their inclusion in
judicial processes (e.g., indigenous rights to vote), only inconsequential changes have occurred
among indigenous communities concerning upward mobility. This situation is particularly true in
reference to education as a facilitator of poverty exits. Surprisingly, the programs previously
mentioned have been limited to expanding and developing Oaxaca’s already inadequate
pedagogical system.
Methods of Data Collection
The locations for the investigation were Usila, Nopala and Etla, all communities of the
state of Oaxaca, Mexico. Nine indigenous teachers (both male and female) and four indigenous
mothers from each of the three different communities participated in this research, generating
evidence aimed to answer the research questions. At the time of the study all participants were
active residents of the selected communities. As elucidated by the data, indigenous teachers’
school assignations change often in accordance with SEP administrations’ structures.
Participants were selected following indigenous community’s social protocols (Shanee,
2019) by first contacting the organizations’ leaders, with whom close and trustworthy
relationships had been built during the past 30 years, asking for consent to come into their
communities to conduct the study, and secondly to ask for assistance identifying and contacting
two indigenous teachers, one principal (a practicing teacher as well) and one mother in each
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community. Their copious cultural capital and distinctiveness, along with their rich experience in
educational processes, were consistent with the qualities of a purposive sampling. Consent was
granted to the researcher for the collection of data
The selection of sites was based on their geographical location within the state and the
relational system developed by the researcher in these communities. Additionally, due to the
similarities which indigenous communities of Oaxaca exhibit, the sites were indiscriminately
selected based on ethnicity representation: Chinantecos of Usila in the Northeast region,
Chatinos of Nopala/Southwest, and Etla/North Central. Because Etla is in the outskirts of the
capital, Oaxaca City, the sample of participants are a mix of Zapoteco and Mestizo descent. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3
Participants by Community and Ethnicity

OAXACA

USILA:
Northeast

NOPALA:
Suthwest

ETLA:
Northecentral

CHINANTECO
GROUP

CHATINO
GROUP

ZAPOTECO
GROUP AND
MESTIZO
DESCENT
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From the start, the researcher defined the study essentially as an educational project for
the purpose of a doctoral dissertation and not intended to any political objectives. The purpose
and goals of the dissertation were first shared via telephone with all representatives in all three
communities. The relevant sources of data in each community were a standard sociodemographic
questionnaire (see Appendix C), a semi-structured interview (see Appendix B), and one semistructured participant observation in Nopala (See Appendix C).
Socio-demographic Questionnaire
The questionnaire collected data on socio-demographic aspects including gender, age,
ethnicity, place of residence, languages spoken, teaching longevity, grades being taught, income,
level of education, and levels of involvement in educational alternatives.
Semi-Structured Interviews
Interviews consisted of eight open-ended questions (See Appendix B), targeting an indepth exploration of the issues at hand and congruent with both the research questions and the
theoretical framework presented in Chapter 2. The open-ended questions were asked in a probing
yet relaxed manner, giving space to cross over other themes if the participants viewed it
important enough to explain and/or expand on. Twelve interviews were completed, four in each
of the communities selected. Twelve indigenous persons- nine teachers, male, or female, and
three mothers between the ages of 21 and 75, participated in the investigation, restricted only by
availability.
The duration of the interviews was planned to last a maximum of 45 minutes; however,
the interviews ranged from 23 minutes to one hour and 20 minutes. Each interview was designed
to elicit comprehensive thinking and reflection, encouraging participants detailed description of
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the issues being discussed. The duration of the participant observation did not have a set limit,
giving participants ample time to freely converse and dialog on the questions being explored.
All participants were interviewed alone in a designated room. Interview questions were
exploratory in-depth, open-ended, intended to probe informants’ perceptions concerning
education and its capabilities as an agent of social and economic change, as well as to inspire the
development of additional notions and stances of the concerns under investigation (Merriam,
1998).
Unstructured Participant Observation
The original design of the study proposed a data compilation period of three months, but
COVID-19 significantly reduced the collection time to a total of 10 days. Additionally, the
unstructured participant observations were canceled in all sites except in the town of Nopala with
a change of location from the school facilities to a private area in a popular restaurant. That
change of location hindered the observations of educational dynamics between teachers and
principals during a normal everyday work setting. Instead, data collection of the participant
observation focused on the dynamics of participants’ inter-relations, participants’ answers to
probing questions, and degree of informant’s participation. The researcher initiated the meeting
with an exploratory question and then allowed participants to take part, taking turns to allow for
participants to express their perceptions and narratives on the subject being discussed.
Description of Data Analysis
The results of the current study derive from the methodological procedures previously
described in chapter three. Triangulation took place at two levels: (1) methodssociodemographic questionnaires, interviews and one observation, and sites and contexts-Usila,
Nopala, and Etla. Data were analyzed using a thematic approach combining two central
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strategies of examination, namely constant comparative, and analytic induction, going back and
forth through the content of interviews between the sites, the participants, and their roles in their
communities. This approach allowed codes and themes to emerge in a natural and intuitive
manner (Merriam, 1998). Transcripts and notes from the unstructured participant observations in
Nopala followed the same approach.
According to Merriam (1998), thematic analysis identifies “recurring patterns across
[large] volumes of raw data” (p.179), facilitating the creation of concept meaning that answers to
the research questions. The researcher first reviewed the data of each site as a separate case,
establishing each participant as an inter-site sub-unit of analysis. The examination of each site as
a single case was followed by a cross-case analysis of all interviews, first with all the principals
followed by all mothers across all sites and lastly analyzing every teacher from each of one the
locations.
Delve (Twenty to Nine LLC, 2021), a qualitative software, was utilized to organize and
classify transcripts, significantly aiding in the identification of codes, categories, sub-categories,
and themes. The researcher initiated the analysis with three basic predetermined codes - which is
a deductive technique - related to the research questions as a tactic to bound the coding to the
purpose of the research (Yin, 2018). The three start up codes were: ethnicity and poverty, views
of community engagement, and perceptions of schools. As indicated previously the subsequent
codes were developed from hearing the interviews recording and reading the transcripts,
comparing sites, incidents, respondent remarks, viewpoints, experiences, back and forth;
listening several times to the recordings of interviews and going through the observation notes to
identify codes and patterns (Merriam, 1998).
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A codebook was developed from the initial 116 codes and the corresponding extracts of
data, containing roughly 106 pages of information. A hard copy of only the codes was printed,
and color marked facilitating the reduction of data. Codes were then collated into categories
following repetition of patterns in the data. This process continued several times, comparing
information, relating it to the theoretical framework stands and the research questions to validate
the selection of emerged themes. Following this thorough and meticulous process was an
effective strategy used by the researcher not only to build rich inferences of the case study but to
help in building tension between the researcher’s prior biases towards the phenomenon (Punch &
Oancea, 2014) and the results of the analysis.
Findings by Research Question
As stated at the beginning of this chapter the purpose of the study was to explore the
cultural perceptions and values of indigenous peoples towards education as an agent of social
and economic transformation. In its simplistic form, perceptions are understood as the way
individuals understand or interpret the world. This idea, however, could also imply that
perceptions are dependent on the eye of the perceiver, irrespective of how things really are
(Lingard, 2008). Jacob Lingard (2008) explained that “genuine perception involves a successful
match between mind and world, between content and fact” (p.16). Therefore, this notion of the
depictive content of perceptual experience as true or as “the way things actually are out there”
that the findings of this research were based on (Lingard, 2008, p.16).
Research Question 1
What are the cultural perceptions and values of indigenous from Oaxaca towards
education that prevent them from engaging in creating and leading educational alternatives?
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Research Question 2
How do indigenous from Oaxaca understand the effects of the absence of their
participation in educational processes within the historical narrative of the poverty and inequality
they have suffered?
Themes
Four dominant themes emerged, linked to the stated research questions of this
study: Education’s Credibility Gap, Vocational Misplacement, Culture-bound Engagement, and a
Pedagogy of Disempowerment.
Theme 1: Education’s Credibility Gap
Leadership earns credibility by dependability and trustworthiness. Conversely, credibility
is eroded in the path of cyclical letdown and disappointment, one day and one broken
commitment at a time (Kouzes & Posner, 2011). Credibility gap is a term used to express the
frustration felt by people towards the inconsistency between the pledges made by government
officials, institutions and/or programs and the tangible delivery of those claims. Kouzes and
Posner (2011) explain that, as the credibility gap has broadened by dishonesty and political
manipulation, mistrust and suspicion have crossed into the scenarios of ordinary relationships.
Findings from the current study revealed that public education throughout the state is perceived
as not trustworthy based on two different areas of historical and empirical evidence: 1) the threat
of ethnicity assimilation and 2) inconsistencies and contradictions of Oaxacas’ education.
Threat of ethnicity assimilation
In Nopala for example, during the participant observation, participant 3, a teacher,
expressed her frustration and lack of trust in education based on the use of pedagogy’s qualities
as s governmental tactic of acculturalization. Incorporating ethnic groups into the nation by
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eliminating their cultural representations of identity - such as language, traditions, and festivitieshas been the strategy of the government nationwide.
“The neoliberal political system…. demonstrated strategies that, practically the purpose
was to replace the traditions of ethnic communities and highlighted the issues of
hispanization (castellanizacion) of peoples… through literacy educational programs, they
established Spanish as the official language across the state. To accomplish the
fundamental purpose of education and hispanization, uh..it represented some form of
physical and psychological punishment towards the children so that they could learn
(castellano) Spanish, because their indigenous language was strongly rooted. Education
came to be an enormous obstacle to our cultural traditions and beliefs, and all cultural
elements, uh, when Spanish language was imposed on us, telling us that our language is
worthless, that it is a cultural regression, and a pedagogical, and professional
holdup…..Yes these were national official announcements of SEP.”
From a different experience, participant 1, a teacher and principal from Usila,
expressed his lack of confidence in the genuineness and sincerity of the states’ education system
due to their refusal to consider language in the instruction appointment of teachers.
“Those children are very intelligent, but many times the educational policy, the leaders
from above, are not interested in education. That is why I say they are not interested in
education, because if they were, they would have to send Zapotec variant teacher to the
region, Chinantec to the region. So that has been one of the problems.”
Through the years teachers have been placed in schools with a different ethnicity to
theirs, thus straining the pedagogical processes of children and teachers alike. This long-term
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disregard for teachers’ proficiency of ethnic languages has increased his suspicion towards
institutional education’s motives and agenda:
Inconsistencies and Contradictions of Oaxacas’ Education
In support of the literature of this study, results disclosed a second perception in
participants contributing to widening the credibility gap. Governmental inconsistencies and
contradictions concerning educational policies that change with every political group in power,
have created high levels of distrust and disappointment in all societal levels of the state, but
particularly from ethnic communities whose rights to adequate educational curriculum and
better school’s facilities have become “empty promise[s], and that the yawning gap between
promise and reality in Indigenous education that has endured for decades, if not centuries,
continues unabated today” ((Meyer, 2017, p.90). Usila’s participant 1 describes it in this way:
“In terms of infrastructure, there is a lot of backwardness and lack of support from the
government. I can give an example of my school, lack of water, lack of drainage, there is
no decent roof, we are always in the sun.”
Furthermore, he correlates the problem with poverty in Oaxaca with government lack of
honesty when he says:
“And that has been the problem… yes in indigenous communities… And the poverty in
the state of Oaxaca is also the government. There are authorities that come in for three
years and leave with a state-of-the-art car, half a million dollars, huge houses, ranches,
where did they come from? And they do a very high work…yes what do they do with the
people?”
These narratives may explain the hesitation of ethnic groups to follow education as the
path for positive changes in their communities. Sustained confrontations between government
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and the Union’s Chapter 22 – which regulates all educational practices in the state – coupled with
the crisis of COVID-19 have interrupted scholastic activities almost completely in most
communities of the state and long enough to create an atmosphere of uncertainty.
In the community of Etla, participant 1 (a mother) explained how 2006 was a particularly
challenging in the education of her children,
“…well here in Oaxaca for me, has been since they started with their, um.. continuous
suspension of classes, yes, all that, the one I remember, in 2006 more or less was when
they started with classes suspension, there was an occasion that I think it was almost a
whole school year and then that has affected the children a lot, hasn’t it?”
Indigenous teachers who are in the trenches are very aware of the politization of
education by each presidency term and its implications to the praxis of effective pedagogy, as
well as for planning, strategizing, and recruitment and allocation of resources both from the state
and from the communities. Nopala’s teacher 3 explained how:
“Educational policy is constantly being renewed but does not consider the educational
needs of the communities…. It takes time to regularize concepts and knowledge so that it
can be understood and from there transform, but when the time comes to start
transforming, well the next six-year term arrives, and another educational policy is
introduced.”
Etla’s school director and participant 3 shares her feelings of disappointment and lack of
confidence on institutionalized education:
“Mm, well it hurts us a lot the condition of our state. Our state has been characterized by
teachers strikes for twenty years, it is very common that here classes are suspended,
children do not have classes…”
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Theme 2: Vocational Misplacement
The term vocational misplacement is used to describe indigenous teachers’ departure
from their natural desires and motivations concerning the pursue of a career.
Vocational misplacement was identified from participants’ answers to the question why
you became a teacher. Surprisingly, all but three teachers never felt the vocation or desire to
teach.
Table 6
Vocation as a Strong Feeling Moving them to Labor in the Field Education
Community

Participant

Vocational

Non-Vocational

Education

Education

Usila

Teachers

0

3

Nopala

Teachers

2

1

Etla

Teachers

1

2

Findings demonstrated that the high percentage of teachers instructing in the classrooms
of indigenous communities do so because of two predominant reasons: monetary and benefits
compensation; and secondly, parents and family members’ influence (many times pressure) to
choose education as a life-long career. Oaxaca’ low socioeconomic levels explain the pull of the
field of education on indigenous as teachers’ salaries are significantly higher than in other trades
or occupations (Lunde, 2008). Careers like medicine, law, and accounting were mentioned as
first choice, granting these vocations a perceived higher degree of value and importance.
Participant 3 from Etla recounts how teaching was a secondary thought for her by saying:
“I didn’t want to be a teacher, hahahha! I wanted to be a doctor. I was studying medicine
for a semester, and for different reasons I entered teaching school….”
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High unemployed graduates’ rates from fields other than education were mentioned by
participants as well, resulting on lack of personal and financial advancement. Job security and
higher earnings seemed to be the motivator factor for choosing an education career. Usila
participant 4, describes his teaching position as an opportunity he did not seek or thought of
doing. He explained that:
“… at the time I didn’t think about it, it was an opportunity, the opportunity for the
position presented itself, I took the exam, I passed it and shortly after that, another
teacher resigned. When I found out I asked for the job. At first, I wasn’t motivated to be a
teacher…..”
The same was true for Nopala participant 2 and director of the school:
“In my initial plan I didn’t plan to become a teacher, I couldn’t lie about that part. But
from there I just want to say, although it is true that my initial plans were not to become a
teacher….”
Participants’ description of their vocational choice changed to clarify how with time they
developed a love for education and for the children. It was difficult to determine if the change in
their narratives was due to the pressure of the interview content and format, nevertheless their
answers concerning educational vocation may explain the lack of strength and drive necessary to
offer solutions to the educational difficulties of their communities. Aspiration, ambition, or
desire are all terms carrying a connotation of a passion that motivates action (Selena, 2019). This
passion according to Selena (2019), “compels individuals to engage willingly in the chosen
activity” (p. 390).
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Theme 3: Culture-bound Engagement
The findings of this study showed that indigenous engagement and proactive
participation are concepts strongly interconnected to the meaning and context of their way of
life. In other words, ethnic peoples understand engagement mostly within the contexts of
everyday places and activities related to family, neighborly relations, mutual help, and culture
identity survival.
Partially differing from the assertions of this study concerning minimal engagement of
indigenous from Oaxaca at creating educational alternatives, the results of the analysis show that
these groups do actively engage in education, however they do mostly; (a) within the framework
of communal values and traditions; and (b) through political approaches. Therefore, their
perceived reluctance towards engagement is essentially their way of following socially
established and accepted methods of action.
Engagement and Educational Success
Participant’s narratives confirm research findings towards indigenous main concern for
communal well-being (Lunde, 2009), thus the success of educational processes is not reflected in
the creation of innovative alternatives but rather in helping children one-on-one basis- overcome
difficult situations. Nopala participant 4 narrated how she was inspired to get engaged in helping
her students:
“… that type of people motivates you more, and you say “oh, I want to get there and
return to that place” and not just as a teacher, but also as a human being you can make
changes, right? Find a way for her not to walk, I don’t know, to give her tools, let’s see
let’s give her a bicycle for example…”
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Usila/principal/participant 1 shared his viewpoint of how teachers should get involved in
their students’ personal lives, finding out the causes for nonappearances and:
“..investigate, if the child doesn’t arrive go to his house, ‘Sir what happened, because
your son did not arrive? Maybe he is sick? Or the father is sick?’ Maybe the mother is
sick, and has spent months in bed, the father is a drunkard, he beats his family…”
Etla participant 2 perceptions agree with Nopala’s participant 4 views concerning the
importance of focusing on communal welfare. This term is understood by ethnic peoples as a
well-rounded healthy and prosperous society (Lunde, 2009). In their view, a critical aspect of this
perception -emerging in all three sites- is the preservation of their cultural qualities, tenets, and
communal laws:
“I would start for the communities. In terms of the family environment, in terms of
getting the children away from technology and keeping them busy….to keep them busy
in this cultural issue. Let them learn about their culture, their environment….So, we take
what is useful for the community, we do not take all the content that SEP send us. We
choose and adapt them according to the context we have, the content of the community,
its traditions, religions…”
Engagement and Indigenous Perceptions of Poverty and Wealth
Participant’s narratives also revealed that indigenous perception of poverty and wealth
determine the priority and urgency of their involvement in community development. If their
wealth is their culture and their ethnic identity is being threatened, then their participatory and
collective efforts will be exerted in identity survival and preservation. Etla’s participant 1 stated
it this way:
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“Culture is the greatest wealth of Oaxaca, right? There are many people who make
textiles, paintings, clay objects and everything, but as I was saying that not knowing the
value that it has is so great…”
Oddly, the perceptions concerning poverty and wealth of participants disagreed
substantially from different poverty and social mobility research from the state of Oaxaca. Usila
is the smallest and most marginalized – until recent years when they have almost completed the
construction of an asphalt road - community of the three selected sites. Marginalization amongst
ethnic groups of Oaxaca has to do with the level of isolation these groups experience due to
geographical location effects as well as the societal discrimination (The American Heritage
Dictionary of English Language, 1991). Despite these factors Usila’s participant 1 shared his
perceptions of their community economic condition by saying:
“…you can see that we are poor because we don’t have the luxuries like in the city, the
car… But we have an enormous wealth which is nature… if we want meat, we have
chicken, and natural chicken….”
Usila’s participant 3 shares a similar view:
“About poverty, I don’t feel that it is economic poverty, but rather, it is apathy. We are
apathetic when it comes to supporting our children.”
A Three-Legged Stool: Indigenous Perceptions of Parental Involvement.
One persistent concern amongst participants was the perceived changes of culture
regarding parent involvement. Education is perceived as a “three-legged stool” –
teacher/student/parent - where each part equally has empowerment or disempowerment
capacities. Nopala’s participant 3 articulated this notion the following way:
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“So I have the idea that for an education to be given fully, there must be 3 important
elements: the parents, mom and dad, the teacher, and interest from the children, and the
three walking together….it is very difficult to maintain a good relationship with parents,
parents don’t want teachers to tell them: ‘dad you are failing,’ ‘your son needs your
support’, ‘you have not bought the child’s guide.’ And all of that affects the child and I
feel that the economic situation is a main problem in families, and this has led to divorce
between the teacher and the father of the family and between the educational authorities.”
Changes in family dynamics emerged repeatedly in participants narratives. Younger
parents are clashing with teacher’s views of how schooling was done in past years. Their
frustrations are easily perceived in their stories. Etla’s participant 2 expressed her views by
saying:
“In terms of the school, sometimes I am prevented by the parents. I can tell them ‘no,
don’t do this’ but if the parents don’t help me solve this problem, no matter how hard I
try, sometimes they put barriers or excuses to move forward.”
Usila’s participant 3 perceives these obstructions as generational cycles undermining the
success of their educational efforts:
“….at this moment we have to raise awareness among parents, but while ago these
parents were also children, and they grew up without this awareness, and their parents
also grew up without this awareness, so we see that it is a cycle. And that this begins at
home…so it is the way of thinking of the parents that block us from being able to bring
solutions.”
In the same line of cultural instabilities, participants are aware of the alarming changes
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that children and youth are demonstrating at home and at school, including a lack of respect for
the parents and for the teachers and a lack of desire to help at home or in the fields; this stands
out against the enormous amount of time they spend in technology.
Parents on the other hand, perceive that education has changed compare with past
decades, teachers are not as involved and do not care for students as they did before. Nopala’s
participant 1 – a mother – stated:
“I believe that there are things to change about children’s education. I believe that the
commitment that teachers should have, for example could improve. They must have a
good conviction to do things so that children can learn good things…..I believe that
something that teachers must always teach are the fundamental values for children.”
Similarly, other participants shared the view of the parents concerning the indifference of
teachers towards their students. Etla’s participant 4 said:
“I would look for teachers to be motivated because there are many teachers who are
already at a stage where they are tired and let the new generations come and do what they
want.”
The Effects of Immigration in Community Engagement
Ethnic groups of Oaxaca migrating to the United States seeks to solve socioeconomic
struggles such as “lack of employment and income, lack of housing and food, and diverse
violence” (Salas Alfaro et al., 2018 p. 153). A large segment of literature concerning the
migration of Oaxacans to other parts of Mexico and the US, address the determination of
indigenous and non-indigenous populations to overcome poverty, as well as to obtain
opportunities for “tangible and intangible asset building” (p. 147), such as economic wealth,
work force knowledge and experience, and social capital (Salas Alfaro et al., 2018).
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Complementary to culture-bound perception of engagement, Etla’s participant 2
elucidated on how returning immigrants from the United State have transformed the community
of Yalalag through active engagement and societal values such as agreement, family values,
vision, purpose, and discipline. She narrated:
“… so there the children are always busy. There in Yalalag the children never have time
for television or internet, maybe when they are teenagers and because they go to highschool, but there the children leave school and go home to eat; then some make panela,
others go to make huaraches, others go to music, other go to bread workshops, others go
to wool an silk weaving workshops….they have a culture of learning….Yes many come
back and they teach them English…They also had English teachers at the school but they
were paid by those who were in the United States. So, the children had time there, all day
long, so are busy a lot. Dance, they had dance. Musicians, there were a lot of musicians
there…There everybody participated completely. So, it’s a surprising community…”
Theme 4: Education of Disempowerment
As mentioned in the review of the literature of this study, disempowerment from
developmental interventions – education being one of them - may result as the aftermath of (1)
the” ambiguities and contradictions” (Toomey, 2001, p. 5) of the relationships between their
programs’ models, their objectives and the those who implement them; (2) from embedded social
structures directed to maintain the status quo of segregation and inequality (Freire, 2098); (3) and
from the absence of communities’ structures of opportunities (Nussbaum, 20110).
Internal Signs of Indigenous Disempowerment
Supporting Toomey’s levels of disempowerment diagram illustrated in Table 5 (Toomey,
2008, p. 150), participants of the study demonstrated internal disempowerment at the individual
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levels exhibited in helplessness, no intrinsic motivation, and dependency. As well as the
communal level in the areas of immobilized community and lack of resources to make change.
Nopala’s participant 3 describes this situation among indigenous persons when she stresses:
“…. we don’t believe in ourselves, we do not love ourselves and are lacking ways to help
a child, help other persons..….I think everything revolves around this….it is not in my
hands to improve education; it is not in my hands….”
Table 5
Levels of Disempowerment
Level of

External

Internal

Disempowerment
Individual

• Low Civic Participation

• Fatalistic attitudes

dependency on others for

• Dependency

livelihoods

• Helplessness

Sickness, poverty

• No Intrinsic motivation

• Lack in capacities and

• Selfishness

capabilities
Community

• Existing inequalities

• Divided community

Immobilized community

• Low/no belief in the power of the

Lack of resources to make

community’s worth (belief in the

Change

power of the community

• Lack of external allies or
support from institutional

• Prejudices, intolerance (social
mistrust)

structures
Note: Adapted from Toomey (2008, p. 150).
Participant 1 from Etla (a mother) related a similar experience:
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“Well in my case it’s the fear of failure, I think it’s the fear of failure of saying, what if I
fall in the middle [of my attempts]? What if I can’t? What will happen? And that, that’s
what I am afraid of.”
According to Freire (1970), indifference and apathy are outcomes. of Banking Education
methodologies. As seen in chapter two, Freire attributes these attitudes in people to both
pedagogical depository approaches, and or the process of “dehumanization” where social
dynamics and symbolisms communicate powerlessness to people as is the case of ethnic groups.
Etla’s participant 3 expressed her observations concerning this situation:
“…since there is no interest on the part of the teachers - because children learn - I believe
that they limit themselves to a certain point and do not go beyond that….
Then the children feel insecure, they feel that they are not capable of learning of
achieving something”
External Signs of Indigenous Disempowerment
Disempowerment at the external level was also evident in participant attitudes,
particularly in the areas of dependency on others, lack of capacities and capabilities, existing
inequalities, and lack of resources to make change. These signs of disempowerment were more
evident in communities with greater degrees of marginalization such as Usila and Nopala.
Usila’s participant 4 narrates their dependency on others the following way:
“In Usila is very difficult, unfortunately I feel that the government got us used to just
stretching our hands. There are social programs, many social programs, but when ask for
something, it’s difficult for them to say yes. Do you know how much we ask at the school
to keep the school clean? One hundred pesos, one hundred pesos throughout the school
year -equivalent to $5.00 US.”
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These narratives substantiating disempowerment are not isolated to one participant and or
one community. Teachers’ awareness of factors of past and present disenfranchisement were
particularly evident in the towns of Etla and Nopala. The following quote from Etla’s participant
3 stresses the previous assertion:
“…we see now with the generations of my age and older than me, I listen to them talk,
write, read and understand a text and I see that they are generations that were mutilated,
generations that were mutilated, and they do not have the capacity to defend themselves,
they do not have enough knowledge to defend themselves, to be able to face life, to be
able to grow…in addition to the fact that SEP educational system is very much designed
for children to memorize, for children to repeat, and to empty in an exam without them
being able to experience, ..without them being able to know what they are doing….to
understand what they are doing and how it will be useful for them in their daily lives.”
Summary
Summarizing the results from this exploratory multisite-case study, data indicated that the
engagement of indigenous in the creation of innovative educational alternatives is affected by
their perceptions and values concerning education. Perceptions:
1) Indigenous fundamental belief is that in this historical moment, their fight to recover
their cultural identity is a greater priority than academic and universal knowledge.
2) Cultural and traditional principles and ethics should be the directive of education.
3) The use and teaching of technology should be under the framework of values and
behaviors of each individual ethnic group.
4) Education is perceived as a threat to their identity before parents and teachers alike
because government has used pedagogy processes against them in the acculturalization
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of ethnic groups thus disempowering their capacities and capabilities for social
transformation and financial progress.
5) Educations is viewed as irrelevant because in their experience education has not
improved income or community development. Improvements have happened mostly
due to the determination of each individual as seen in the migration and return of
millions of Oaxacans.
One last observation in participants’ narratives of education as an agent of socioeconomic
transformation is concerning the fluctuation of their answers when asked if education was
important to them. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, ethnic persons view education as
unimportant as they have not seen significant socioeconomic changes as an outcome of
schooling, however they also emphasized school as a very important aspect for getting ahead.
This discrepancy demonstrates that teachers either felt compelled to give the interviewer a yes
answer, or in the distance they perceive education has not yet grant them with all it is able to
offer.
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V. Discussion

The purpose of this multi-site qualitative case study was to explore the cultural
perceptions and values of indigenous peoples towards education as an agent of social and
economic transformation. This chapter provides an interpretation of the findings by (a)
presenting a summary of the investigation and its methods of data collection; (b) succinctly
outlining the themes identified in the study along with their interpretation; (c) explaining how
these interpretations and findings answer the research questions and support the proposed
theoretical framework; (d) making recommendations concerning the limitations of the study and
for future research.
Summary of the Study
Persistent poverty coupled with inequality and marginalization continues to broaden the
gap between indigenous and non-indigenous populations of Oaxaca, Mexico. Particularly in the
field of education, Oaxaca exhibits an insufficient and inadequate pedagogical system (Toomey,
2008; Lunde, 2009). Federal, state, and NGOs educational interventions have been unreliable at
best, demonstrating minimal outcomes predominantly in the degree and percentage of
engagement indigenous of Oaxaca demonstrate at creating and implementing educational
alternatives suitable to their local and state needs (Meyer, 2016). As supported by research
trends, education is not only an instrument of social and economic development but a
developmental indicator of human progress (Toomey, 2008). Discussing the chronic and deep
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poverty of indigenous from Oaxaca, as well as their apparent disinterest towards education as a
solution to personal and community development, leads this investigation to ask the following
key questions:
1. What are the cultural perceptions and values of indigenous Oaxacans towards
education that prevent them from engaging in creating and leading educational alternatives?
2. How do indigenous Oaxacans understand the effects of the absence of their
participation in educational processes within the historical narrative of the poverty and inequality
they have suffered?
Methods of Data Collection
Data was collected through subjective qualitative methods such as standard sociodemographic questionnaires, open-ended interviews, and participant group observations. The
sociodemographic questionnaire contained questions to obtain participant information related to
gender, age, ethnicity, occupation, education, and salary rate (see Appendix A). The unstructured
interview presented the participants with seven open-ended questions targeting the issues
explored by this study (see Appendix B). A total of 12 interviews, 12 questionnaires and one
participant group observation were completed by indigenous teachers and mothers. The
participants of the study were individuals from the communities of Usila, Nopala and Etla, who
identified as indigenous according to Mexican ethnicity guidelines: natives of Mexican
communities, first or second-generation descendants of Chatino, Chinanteco, Zapoteco, and
mixed Mestizo groups (Lunde, 2009).
By means of thematic analysis, the researcher looked first at each site as a single case,
examining the information collected in a comprehensive and meticulous way (Creswell, 2018)
and identifying “patterns, themes and resemblances between two or more categories” (p.206).
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Williams & Moser (2019) explains that recognizing the “interdependent relationships among
data organization and categorization” (p.47) represents a taxing task without effective ways of
coding. To that end, this study implemented a cyclical process of all three coding tactics: open,
axial, and selective as shown in Figure 4 (2019).
Figure 4
Recurrent Coding Process: Open, Axial and Selective.
Open

Many
Pages
Of Text

Open

Axial

Many
Segments
Of Text

30 – 40
Codes

Selective

Codes Reduced
To 20

Axial

Reduce Codes
To 4 to 7 Themes

Selective

Note. As presented by Williams and Moser (2019).
This procedure was followed by a cross case analysis of the sub-units of the case study to
compare “similarities and differences of the issues emerged in all three sites” (Creswell, 2018, p.
206). The multi-site characteristic of this study facilitated triangulation at two levels: methods of
data collection and sites and contexts. The analysis’ approach of this study aimed at responding
to the research questions as well as connecting the emerged categories and themes to the
theoretical framework of the current study (Merriam, 1998).
The qualitative procedures of this study proved to be strategic at identifying key themes,
as well as to increase the understanding of education as perceived by indigenous persons form
Oaxaca, Mexico, and its implication for socio-economic progress. Additionally, the qualitative
instruments of data collection of this study helped stage indigenous participants own views and
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perceptions of education in a clear and defined framework critical to the current negotiations
between ethnic groups and the state of Oaxaca (Gonzalez Apodaca, 2009).
Summary of Results
The interpretations described in this section are found embedded in the analysis of the
narratives of participants perceptions concerning education and its transformative qualities, as
well as indigenous views of themselves as empowered or disempowered agents of social change.
Four primary themes were identified by this study: Education’s Credibility Gap, Vocational
Misplacement, Education of Disempowerment, and Culture-bound Engagement. Additional
classification further reduced these themes into two conclusive notions; while participants
demonstrate a positive outlook towards pedagogy, recognizing instruction and training as
necessary for personal advancement, teachers and mothers view education as non-relevant. From
their perspective, education has failed them – even those who have accomplished higher
education – in terms of improved income and community development. Supporting the review
of empirical research concerning poverty exits and social mobility (Lunde, 2009), indigenous
believe this progress to be the result of individual determination as seen in the outcomes of
Oaxaca’s remesas – international remittances sent by migrant workers to their families to
alleviate their poverty and increase overall indigenous persons’ welfare (Salas Alfaro, et al.,
2018; Lunde, 2009).
Discussion by Research Question
Research Question 1
What are the cultural perceptions and values of indigenous Oaxacans towards education
that prevent them from engaging in creating and leading educational alternatives?
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The themes of Education’s Credibility Gap, Vocational Misplacement and Education of
Disempowerment addressed this first question. Findings indicated that indigenous perceive
education as a threat to their identity roots because the state government has utilized pedagogy
processes in the acculturalization of ethnic groups. Participant’s narratives also suggested that the
impact of tactics of ethnicity assimilation used by the state through education is easily
recognized in teachers’ disinterest towards their daily education responsibilities, poor and
inadequate school facilities, out of context curriculums, and the refusal to consider languages and
their variants when pairing teachers and communities. These views resulting in SEP’s loss of
credibility agree with empirical evidence on colonialism and power relation struggles between
the state and ethnic cultures sharing the same geographical spaces (Chakkarath, 2012). Bertely
(2006) supported the evidence of this case study, suggesting that indigenous from Oaxaca have
an awareness of the use of education as a political tactic of the government of the state and not as
an essential developmental strategy. Nevertheless, this understanding has moved these
populations once again towards political movements to solve their educational needs (Meyer,
2016).
While this complex societal context has contributed to undervaluing the role and
significance of education to alleviate poverty within ethnic communities the findings of this
study identified vocational misplacement as an additional factor contributing to the underrating
perception of education. This theme, however, is missing in the empirical studies reviewed.
Surprisingly, all but three participants never felt the vocation or desire to teach. Participant
answers pointed out that teachers instructing in the classrooms of indigenous communities do so
for two primary reasons: (1) monetary and benefits compensation and (2) the influence (and
many times pressure) of parents and family to choose education as a life-long career. Lunde
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(2008) reinforced this finding by attributing to Oaxaca’s low socioeconomic levels the pull
indigenous peoples have towards teaching jobs. Teachers’ salaries are significantly higher than
any other trade or occupation (Lunde, 2008). Careers like medicine, law, and accounting were
mentioned as first choice by informants, granting these vocations a perceived higher degree of
value and importance. However, participants also mentioned their observations of unemployed
graduates from these fields who have not advanced financially, making government paid
education more attractive and secure.
Freirean TCE notions of banking education were discussed by participants, such as the
use of paradoxical and inconsistent methodologies along with disconnected curriculum content
to ethnic persons cultural individualisms. Education of disempowerment, the last theme
addressing the possible presence of perceptual deterrents was discussed by participants in both
the interviews and the observation, emphatically stating that these educational approaches have
only produced a passive and dependent attitude in indigenous populations as described by
teacher 3, the principal in the community of Etla, and participant 2 from Nopala. These results
are congruent with the indicators of disempowerment described by Toomey in the literature
review, emphasizing immobilized communities, low intrinsic motivation, and dependency on
others for livelihoods as indicators of disempowerment (Toomey, 2008, p. 150). Paulo Freire as
well as Bourdieu expounded on pedagogy’s capacities to shape and create submissive and
apathetic societies (Bourdieu, 1990; Freire, 2018). While the practice
Usos y Costumbres (distinctive communal practices) are ethnic groups modes of action, their
empowerment for socio-economic transformation, as the literature review suggests is mainly
contingent on (1) the development of capabilities, and social capital as inherent “psychological
needs” able to encourage self-motivation and community engagement (Nussbaum & Sen, 2008,
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p. 39; Richard & Edward, 2000; Toomey, 2008): (2) the deconstruction of historical systems of
inequality and marginalization used to disempower them in the first place (Toomey, 2008).
Figure 5
Education’s Perceptual Context
Banking Education

EDUCATION OF DISEMPOWERMENT

Community

Culture Bound
Engagement

Emphasis on
Cultural
Idiosyncracies

Political Demands

INDIGENOUS FROM OAXACA
EDUCATION’S PERCEPTUAL CONTEXT

Individuals/ Families

Migration

Vocational
Misplacement

Minimal Participation in the
Creation of Ed. Alternatives
Schooled or Unschooled

Female/Male

DISEMPOWERMENT OF EDUCATION

Education’s Credibility Gap

Note: Design elements based on Johnson-Bailey and Cervero (1996, p. 153).
Figure 5 presents a model of the interplay of the relationships between the themes and
concepts identified in educations’ perceptual context of Indigenous from Oaxaca.
Disempowerment factors such as banking education, vocational misplacement, culture
bound engagement, and education’s credibility gap are represented in the background
encompassing the smaller circles, denoting the educational context and influences existing in the
communities selected. The center intersects with the levels of individual and collective life which
are individuals, families, communities, females, males, schooled, and unschooled. The
disempowerment experienced is equivalent in all these levels.
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Agreeing with the relevant literature of this study, the resulting educational
disempowerment is demonstrated mostly in the choice of approaches of indigenous persons to
mitigate their generational poverty and inequality (migration, political demands, minimal
participation in educational alternatives, and emphasis of cultural traits.) An additional and vital
finding emerging from this study concerning the notion of disempowerment is that while the
essential characteristics of education have been used to disempower societies these cultures in
turn have disempowered education through rendering it inoperative. These dynamics generate
yet another drawback to indigenous peoples: education as the path to indigenous personal and
social development and progress at best enjoys a good status while at worst continues to remain
neglected along with all its transformative qualities. These concepts are represented in the
figure’s bi-directional lines illustrating the cyclical interplay between education and
disempowerment and its effects on the overall culture of indigenous from Oaxaca.
Research Question 2
How do indigenous Oaxacans understand the effects of the absence of their participation
in educational processes within the historical narrative of the poverty and inequality they have
suffered? Culture-bound engagement, the fourth theme identified during the analysis of this
research, responds largely to this inquiry. The first and critical notion is participants’ perceptions
of poverty and wealth. Unexpectedly they perceive the social and economic conditions of their
communities as not poor in terms of culture and natural resources. Their wealth is in the richness
of their cultural heritages and abundance of their lands, therefore engaging in creating
educational alternatives is not a matter of urgency to the welfare of the people but rather of
survival of their culture. Their perception of wealth and poverty, however, departs from empirical
research findings addressing poverty traps and escapes amongst indigenous from Oaxaca, which
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disclose Oaxacan’s participant references to themselves as “always be[ing] poor and will
continue to be poor.” (Lunde, 2009, p. 294). As described in chapter four, indigenous
engagement and proactive participation are concepts strongly interconnected to the meaning and
context of their way of life. Ethnic persons understand engagement mostly within the contexts of
everyday places and activities related to family, neighborly relations, mutual help, and culture
identity survival.
Differing from the assertions of this study concerning minimal engagement of indigenous
from Oaxaca at creating educational alternatives, the results of the analysis show that these
groups do actively engage in education, but they do mostly within the framework of communal
values and traditions. Therefore, their perceived passivity and reluctance towards engagement is
essentially their way of following socially established and accepted methods of action. In
agreement with education’s perception “as desirable [and not] absolutely necessary” (Lunde,
2009, p. 310), ethnic groups central concern is the generational preservation of their cultural
values. To this end teachers point to the parents and parents point to the teachers, both voicing a
quest that resonates with their culture: Who can teach us?
Limitations of the Study
Even though qualitative methods focus on understanding the dynamics and the
relationships of a phenomenon, they are often limited at transferring the study findings to other
contexts (Merriam, 1998). In this line of thought, despite the participants homogenous ethnicity
factors, dynamics such as socioeconomic rank, ethnic group geographical location, and political
associations define distinctive demarcations between all three contexts.
A second limitation to this investigation was COVID-19. Data collection took place 11
months after the onset of the pandemic. Schools, and official buildings were shut. All academic
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and administrative offices of the communities were closed, and most people were still on lock
down to avoid infection. The design of the study specified the collection of information to last
three months, but it was done in 10 days, missing two of the group observations and significantly
limiting the collection of in-depth data.
Recommendations for Future Qualitative Research
This study contributes to the literature concerning indigenous engagement in the creation
of educational alternatives. An area of specific interest may be identifying the dynamics
indigenous use to disempower education. Recognizing these factors and their effect on
indigenous human and community development may cause ethnic groups to turn to alternative
courses of action. Because the fundamental problem identified by this research is poverty and
lack of social development, an additional consideration for future qualitative research would be
in the area of empowerment through the development of two specific indigenous capabilities: (1)
social capital and social networks; (2) the development of a comprehensive world view that
includes their place and contributions to the global scene. Both areas, although unlikely to be
accepted by these groups as their tendency at this time is to close down to preserve their identity,
point to a different path to personal and community force and recognition. One such path is
based on the understanding of their own cultural and cognitive wealth. This shift may be a
milestone towards the equality and prosperity of ethnic societies. The imperative of recognizing
means other than political action is critical in the achievement of their cultural objectives.
Conclusion
Persistent poverty coupled with inequality and marginalization continues to broaden the
gap between indigenous and non-indigenous populations, significantly impacting their quality of
life. Particularly in education, Oaxaca continues to exhibit an insufficient pedagogical system
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(Toomey, 2008; Lunde, 2009). Federal, State and NGOs educational interventions have been
inadequate at best, demonstrating disempowering outcomes predominantly in the degree and
percentage of indigenous from Oaxaca engagement in the creation and implementation of
educational alternatives. Hence the necessity for exploring the perceptions of indigenous from
Oaxaca towards education as an agent of social and economic transformation. The priority of
indigenous from Oaxaca in this historical moment is the preservation of their cultural identity as
nations living within a nation. The tension of this antithesis has relegated academic and universal
knowledge to the back seat. In their view these are important factors; however, urgency falls in
their commitment to recover cultural traditions, beliefs, and values (including art, dance, clothing
and the upholding of traditional holidays) as well as traditional principles and ethics. Ethnicity
should be the directive of a new indigenous education. Lastly the use and teaching of technology
should be under a watchful framework containing the values and behaviors of each individual
ethnic group.
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Appendix B
Interview Questions
1. Tell me about your schools in your community?
2. What was school like for you when you were growing up and how is it now?
3. Why did you choose to become a teacher?
4. Why do you think education is important?
5. If you could do education better, what would you do and why?
6. What are the biggest challenges keeping you from being able to do that?
7. Tell me a story about the most successful student you ever had. What made them
successful and how were you a part of that success.
8. In your opinion what is the factor that has the greatest power to help in the
development of an individual and a community?
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Appendix C
Sociodemographic Questionnaire
1. What is your age? ____________
2. What is your gender? Female_______ Male_______
3. What is your town of residence? ______________________________________
4. What is your ethnic group? ___________________
5. How many languages do you speak? ____________________________________
6. What is the highest level of education you have completed? _________________
7. How long have you been teaching? _____________________________________
8. What grade or grades do you teach? ____________________________________
9. What is your monthly income? ________________________________________
10. Have you ever worked or volunteer for a non-public school?
Yes________ No_________
In what capacity and for how long? _____________________________________
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Appendix D
International Consent Form
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
College of Education
1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl 33801
International Research Authorization Form
PROJECT TITLE: Pedagogy, Disempowerment and Poverty in Indigenous Peoples of Oaxaca,
Mexico
INVESTIGATORS: Principal Investigator: Dr. Joyce Tardaguila Harth, Ph.D. Dissertation
Chair. Associate Professor and Coordinator of the Bachelor of Science in Communication
Science and Disorders.
Student Investigator: Mariaelena Steiner. Student at Southeastern University
Dr. Janet Deck, Ed. D. Methodologist, Center for Doctoral Studies Chair.
PURPOSE: This study seeks to explore the cultural perceptions and values of schooled
indigenous people towards education as an agent of transformation. Through the use of a
qualitative multi-site case design this investigation will obtain in-depth data concerning the
historical posture of indigenous peoples in the educational processes of their communities.
The locations for the investigation are Usila, Nopala and Etla, all communities of the state of
Oaxaca, Mexico. The methods of collection will be interviews and participant observations.
PROCEDURES: Participants of all three communities will complete one questionnaire and four
interviews with the principal investigator. The questionnaire is designed to collect your
sociodemographic information. The four interviews will explore the perception and beliefs of
participants towards education as an agent of transformation. The interviews will take place once
per week at a school, or a meeting room at the town community center. There will be four
sessions per one month’s duration. Participants will also be included in one participant
observation session, to converse and exchange perceptions and values towards education and the
part it plays in the social reality of their village. This will be an unstructured participant
observation session. All sessions are design to lats a maximum of 45 minutes.
RISK OF PARTICIPATION: There are no known risks associated with this project which are
greater than those ordinarily encountered in daily life.
BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION:
The greatest benefit this study may provide is the discovery of inhibitors which prevent
indigenous people an active participation in creating solutions to the educational challenges.
Even though these discoveries do not imply the removal of such obstructions, the results of this
investigation may offer them a more accurate perspective of education’s past and present role in
their communities, and by it, greater opportunities for the creation of solutions.
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CONFIDENTIALITY:
Participant’s name will not appear in the results. The researcher will assign pseudo names to
each participant for the purposes of confidentiality.
All records of this investigations will be kept private. Any written results will discuss groups
findings and will not include information that will identify them. Research records will be stored
on a password protected computer in a locked office and only researchers and individuals
responsible for research oversight will have access to the records. Data will be destroyed three
years after the study has been completed. Video and audio recordings will be transcribed and
destroyed withing 5 years of the interview. Participants will not be identified individually; we
will be looking at the participant group as a whole
Confidentiality will be maintained except under specified conditions by the laws of the state of
Oaxaca. In addition, if an individual reports that he/she intends to harm him/herself or others,
legal and professional standards require that the individual must be kept from harm, even if
confidentiality must be broken. Finally, confidentiality could be broken if materials from this
study were subpoenaed by a court of law.
COMPENSANTION:
Participants will have the opportunity to enter into a raffle of a Gateway FHD, ultra slim
computer with a value of $179.00. The ruffle will take place upon the completion of the study.
CONTACTS:
You may contact any of the researchers at the following addresses and phone numbers, should
you desire to discuss your participation in the study/or request information about the results of
the study.
Mariaelena Steiner: Ph. #: 863-698-6072. 520 Shalisa Blvd. Auburndale, Fl 33823. Email:
msteiner@seu.edu
Dr. Joyce Harth. Ph. #: 863-667-5170.1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl 33801. Email:
jtharth@seu.edu.
Dr. Janet Deck. Ph. #: 863-667-5737. 1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl 33801. Email:
jldeck@seu.edu.
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Ph. #: 863-667-5000. 1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl
33801. Email: irb@seu.edu
PARTICIPANT RIGHTS:
I understand that participation in in this study is voluntary, that there is no penalty for refusal to
get involved in the research, and that participants are free to withdraw from this project at any
time, without penalty.
CONSENT DOCUMENTATION:
Through this information letter Mission Victoria A.C. has been fully informed of the intent of the
researcher to conduct a qualitative case study following the procedures listed in this consent
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form. Furthermore, Mission Victoria A.C. authorizes Mariaelena Steiner to conduct the
investigation in Nopala Oaxaca. Nopala being one of many areas of service of Mission Victoria
within Mexico.
I have read and fully understand this authorization form. A copy of this form will be kept by
Mission Victoria A.C. We hereby give permission to Mariaelena Steiner to execute this study.
__________________________________________________
Name of Mission Victoria A.C. Legal Representative
(Please print name)
___________________________________________
Signature Mission Victoria A.C. Legal Representative
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______________________
Date

Appendix E
Participant Consent Form
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
College of Education
1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl 33801
Consentimiento de Participantes Adultos
Spanish Transcript

NOMBRE DEL PROYECTO: Pedagogia, Desempoderamiento de Commiunidades y Pobreza en
Indigenous of Oaxaca, Mexico.
INVESTIGADORES: Investigador Principal: Dr. Joyce Tardaguila Harth, Ph.D. Dissertation
Chair. Professor Associado y Cordinador de la Licenciatura en Ciencias de la Communicacion y
Desordenes.
Investigador Estudiante: Mariaelena Steiner. Estudiante en Southeastern University
Metodologista, Presidenta del Centro de Estudios Doctorales: Dr. Janet Deck, Ed. D.
PROPOSITO: Esta investigacion tiene como proposito la exploracion de percepciones culturales
y valores de poblaciones indigenas escolarizados con respect a la educacion como agente de
transformacion communitaria. A traves de la implementacion de un analisis de estudio de caso
multi-local, el investigador busca obtener informacion detallada y pofunda concerniente al lugar
y experiencia historica de individuos indigenous en los procesos educativos de sus comunidades.
La localidades de la investigacion seran Nopala, Usila y Etla Oaxaca. Los metodos de obtencion
de data seran entrevistas y observaciones participantes.
PROCEDIMIENTOS: Como participante de esta investigacion completaras un questionario y
cuatro entrevistas con el investigador principal. El quesitonario esta disenado para obtener tu
informacion sociodemografica. Las cuatro entrevistas exploraran tu percepcion y valores hacia la
educacion como agente de transformacion communitarian. Sera una entrevista por semana en un
salon del centro comunitario. Seran un total de cuatro sesiones en un lapso de tiempo de un mes.
Tambien tendras parte tambien en una observacion participativa en la cual los dos participantes
de tu comunidad conversaran y intercambiaran percepciones y valores con respect a la education
y el lugar que tiene en la realidad social de tu region. Esta sera una observacion participativa no
estructurada. Todas la sesiones duraran un maximo de 45 minutos.
RIESGOS DE TU PARTICIPATION: No existe ningun riesgo asociado a este projecto el cual es
de mayor dimension que aquellos que cualquire individuo encontrare en su vida diaria.
BENEFICIOS DE TU PARTICIPACION:
EL beneficio mas significatiof de tu participacion en esta invesitgaicion podra ser el
descubrimiento de impedimentos que desaniman la participacion activa de educadores como tu
en la creacion e implementacion de soluciones a los retos educacionales de tu comunidad.
Aunque estos descubrimientos no implican necesariamente la extinction de tales impedimentos,
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los resultados de este estudio si offecen la oportunidad de una perscpectiva mas exacta acerca de
el lugar que la educacion ha tenido en el desarrollo pasado y presente de tu comunidad y con esto
sugerir mayores oportunidade para la formacion de soluciones viables y sutentables.
CONFIDENCIALIDAD: Tu nombre como participante no se mencionara en los resutados de la
investigacion. Con el proposito de confidencialidad se usaran nombres ficticios para todos los
participantes de este estudio.
Todos los registros de esta investigacions seran completamente privados. Todo los resultados de
forma escrita sera en forma grupal y no inlcuiran informacion que te puedieran identificar de una
manera personal. Los registros y resultados del estudo se guardaran en una computadora con una
contrasena protegida y se mantendra en todo tiempo en un lugar seguro al cual solo los
investigadores reponsables de este estudio tendra acceso. Todos los datos obtenidos seran
destruidos en un lapso de 5 anos.
La confidencialidad sera mantenida bajo toda circumstancia con la unica exepcion de situaciones
especificadas por la ley del estado de Oaxaca. Si un individuo reporta que el o ella intentan
danarse a ellos mismos o a otros, estandares profesionales y legales requiren que esto se evite
aunque se rompa el convenio de confidencialidad. Por ultimo la confidenciaidad podra ser
cancelada por causa de requerimiento de las cortes del estado como evidencia en casos
criminales o civiles.
COMPENSACION:
Todos los participantes tendran la oportundad de participar en la rifa de una computadora
Gateway FHD delgada. Su valor es de $3,400.00 moneda nacional. La rifa se realizara al termino
de la investigacion.
INFORMACION DE CONTACTO:
Para cualquier informacion concerniente al estudio y sus resultados puedes contactar a cualquiera
de los investigadors en las siguientes direcciones, numeros de telefonos or correos electronicos.
Mariaelena Steiner: Ph. #: 863-698-6072. 520 Shalisa Blvd. Auburndale, Fl 33823. Email:
msteiner@seu.edu
Dr. Joyce Harth. Ph. #: 863-667-5170.1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl 33801. Email:
jtharth@seu.edu.
Dr. Janet Deck. Ph. #: 863-667-5737. 1000 Longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl 33801. Email:
jldeck@seu.edu.
Institutional Review Board (IRB) Ph. #: 863-667-5000. 1000 longfellow Blvd. Lakeland, Fl
33801. Email: irb@seu.edu
DERECHOS DEL PARTICIPANTE:
He entendido que mi participacion es voluntaria, y que no exite ninguan penalizacion por
negarme a participar en este proyecto. Queda tambien claro que puedo cancelar mi
concentimiento y participacion en este estudio en qualquier momento que lo estime, sin ninguna
penalizacion.
DOCUMENTACION DEL CONCENTIMIENTO:
Afirmo que he recibido toda informacion concerniente la lista de procedimientos mencionados
en este comunicado. Tengo conocimiento completo de la naturaleza de mi paticipacion en este
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estudio y de los beneficios de la misma. Tambien tengo pleno entendimiento de las declaraciones
a continuacion:
___________________________________________
Soy mayor de 18 anos de edad.
____________________________________________
Nombre de tu Comunidad
He leido este concentimiento y lo entiendo plenamente. Lo firmo libre y voluntariamente. Una
copia del mismo me sera entregada. Por lo tanto a traves de este comunicado doy mi permiso
para my participacion en este estudio.
__________________________________________________
Nombre y Firma del Participante

______________________
Fecha

Certifico que he explicado personalmente este document antes de que el participante lo firme.
___________________________________________
Firma del Investigador
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______________________
Fecha

Appendix F
Three Site Interview Transcripts English/Spanish
ETLA MOM PARTICIPANT #1
INTERVIEWER - We are now in Etla and I am with participant number 1 and, first I am
going to ask you a question, eh… How many children do you have?
MOM PARTICIPANT - I have 4 children.
INTERVIEWER - You have 4 children and what ages and what schools, what grades of
school are they in?
MOM PARTICIPANT- I have a twenty year old who is in the first year of college, an 18
year old who is in the fourth semester of high school, an 11 year old who is in the sixth grade and
a 4 year old who is in the first year of preschool.
INTERVIEWER - Eee, where are the schools, are they here on the premises? The one at
the university, what career is he studying? PARTICIPANT MOM - Accounting (INTERVIEWER
- Accounting and where is he studying? Is he in the faculty here in the state of Oaxaca?)
MOM PARTICIPANT - Yes
INTERVIEWER - Perfect, and your children's other schools?
MOM PARTICIPANT - The preschool and elementary school are in the town, here, and
the high school is also in the downtown area.
1- INTERVIEWER - In the center of the city of Oaxaca, very good, very good, so, you
are a housewife and we bring this project, this educational study and we think your opinion is very
important, so the first question I am going to ask you right now is ee, tell me a little about the
schools when you were growing up, how were the schools when you were growing up and how
are they today and what is the strongest difference you see?
MOM PARTICIPANT - Well, when I was growing up, I saw teachers who really taught,
didn't they? They educated and sometimes played the role of parents, didn't they, in the schools?
When correcting the students ee, I had a teacher that - a teacher that with his help I was able to
grow up with certain disciplines and the truth is that nowadays I see that there are no teachers that
want to teach as it should be and that they no longer discipline children (INTERVIEWER - the
students) we know that we have to discipline our children but in the past teachers used to do that
part too and now we don't see this discipline anymore, right? Now I see how the students, if a
teacher touches them, they run away (INTERVIEWER - and how did you feel as a student, did
you like school? What did you like the most or the least about it?)
MOM PARTICIPANT - I liked it, I liked it, yes I liked school, maybe not the disciplines,
but now at the age I am, they helped me a lot, didn't they, I mean I liked school (INTERVIEWER
- did you like what you were studying, did you like the content?) Yes
INTERVIEWER - Well, eee, why do you think education is important?
MOM PARTICIPANT - Why do I think education is important? Well, because I have
seen that sometimes when one has a lack of knowledge, they take advantage of the lack of
knowledge we have, right? (INTERVIEWER - who takes advantage?) Authorities, sometimes
even people, people, individuals, because we don't know, so they can easily deceive us, right?
INTERVIEWER - Of course, of course, that's why education is important to you, to have
knowledge, to know, and what grade, what grade did you complete? You completed elementary
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school, you completed high school, (MOM - high school) that's good, that's good, now what do
you think is the biggest problem in education now?
MOM PARTICIPANT - The strongest problem, well here in Oaxaca for me, has been
since they started with their mm, continuous suspension of classes, yes, all that, the one I remember
in 2006 more or less was when they started with this suspension, there was an occasion that I think
it was almost a school year and then that has affected the children a lot, hasn't it?
(INTERVIEWER - and maybe it has to do with what is happening today because when all these
things started in 2006 it was already 14 years ago, 14 years ago, a child who was 10 years old
today is 24 years old, and you start to notice how the child, that person who has grown up, is being
influenced by all these problems, right? maybe it could be)
MOM PARTICIPANT - Yes, I see it with my oldest son, he had the blessing of having
teachers who knew how to teach him in the subjects and also in disciplines, right? Unlike the other
one who is 18 now, not to mention the one in sixth grade and the one in preschool, it is already a
big difference, right? What I see
INTERVIEWER - If you could improve education, what would you do and how would
you do it?
MOM PARTICIPANT - What would I do? Well, I would prepare myself to be able to
teach my children and study together with them to be able to educate and teach them, that's what
I... (INTERVIEWER - and what is it that prevents you from doing it?) The truth is that as a
housewife I don't know if I'm the only one, but many times we are now playing the role of teachers,
housewives, wives, (INTERVIEWER - because of COVID, right?) yes, right now that's what
prevents us because we have to run to make the food, bring the food, clean the house and
sometimes it gets stressful (INTERVIEWER - yes) that's what I think is what keeps us from doing
it.
INTERVIEWER - That's what it is, that's what keeps you from doing it, being very
saturated, that's what you mean.
MOM PARTICIPANT - Yes, and my husband tells me you have to prioritize, right? Take
care of the children and leave the chores, leave them, but you have to, but sometimes I say I have
two others and he goes out to work, so I have to leave a little bit aside the education of the two
little ones, right? yes.
INTERVIEWER - Sometimes you have to choose between one thing and the other, right?
And you don't want to do it, but when you have so much to do, absolutely. In your opinion, what
is the factor that has the ability to transform an individual and a community, what is the factor or
what has the most power to change an individual and change a community?
MOM PARTICIPANT - Well, I think it is the decision, isn't it? To make the decision, to
say- I want to say, today I decide to change and I want to prepare myself to be able to help my
community, because well, I have learned that when someone, woman or man, stands up to change
towards the good, it influences a lot in their community, doesn't it? To see that they are changing
and people say okay, if they can, I can too, right? and motivate more people, encourage them.
INTERVIEWER - So when someone says I can't, they also influence others, right?
PARTICIPANT MOM - Yes, yes.
INTERVIEWER - Because my question would be why can't they, right?
MOM PARTICIPANT - Well, I say it for me, because of fear, fear traps us, and if fear
traps us we can't take the step (INTERVIEWER - And fear of what? What would be the
consequences?).
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MOM PARTICIPANT - Well, in my case it's the fear of failure, I think it's the fear of
failure of saying, what if I fall in the middle? What if I can't? What will happen? and that, well,
that's what I'm afraid of
INTERVIEWER - Yes, yes, in your opinion, what is the greatest poverty in the state of
Oaxaca?
MOM PARTICIPANT - Well, education, it would be education (INTERVIEWER Wow!) it's education because I was telling you at the beginning that sometimes since we lack
knowledge, we are easily deceived and we can earn more in what we know how to do, so we are
deceived and the lack of knowledge (INTERVIEWER - the lack of knowledge, right? What is
the greatest wealth of the state of Oaxaca?) The greatest wealth of Oaxaca that I see is the culture,
right? There are many people who make textiles, paint, manufacture, make clay and everything,
but I was saying that not knowing the value that it has is so great, that is why they are deceived,
right? those who manufacture and produce this and sometimes others arrive and take it away, they
steal their ideas.
INTERVIEWER - wow how amazing, how amazing... it seems that this is all I am going
to ask you on this occasion. How do you consider your four children in terms of the achievements
that they have, especially educationally eee how have you seen them and which of them have had
more achievements and how you have influenced them?
MOM PARTICIPANT: Eee I think that since the oldest, since he was little, I always tried
to make school easy for him because he told me he was already in first, second, third grade, I
always told him: if you could do it in first grade you can do it in second grade, always encouraging
them: you can do it, give it your best and the truth is that all four of my children have had
achievements, I consider them intelligent, each one in their own way, yes, yes, as parents we have
done it that way, telling them you can, you can do it and school is easy.
INTERVIEWER - From what you remember, what other things did you do to help them
in these achievements? apart from telling them: yes you can
MOM PARTICIPANT - Well, being with them at school, going to drop them off, going
to pick them up, being at meetings, being attentive, for them to see that you are really interested,
because it's not just I enroll you and then you go and come back, and it has always been that
suddenly I would arrive at school and say teacher, how is my child and suddenly they would call
me and I would go to see how my children were, I tried to show them that I am interested in them,
that I care about them and that we are attentive to their needs.
INTERVIEWER - And you observed their progress?
MOM PARTICIPANT - Yes, I was there with them.
INTERVIEWER - Wow, how beautiful! Well now, you see how easy it is, how fast.
USILA PARTICIPANT #1
Participant 4: Sixth grade teacher.
1- Interviewer: Ok, I am now with the fourth participant in Usila, San Felipe de Usila,
Tuxtepec, he is a sixth grade teacher and question number 1 is: Could you tell me about the
school in your community? What is your perspective?
Participant : Well, my perspective is as follows, I feel that in indigenous education,
especially in Oaxaca, particularly in San Felipe Usila, development is barely being seen.
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Previously, schools were very neglected, both by the government and local authorities. Over the
years we have made progress, in terms of infrastructure at least. So I feel that now there is a little
bit of change.
Interviewer: And in content, for example, curricular content, in terms of educational
programs?
Participant : I feel that indigenous education has been greatly relegated. An example is
that all the books are in the Spanish language. And for us as indigenous education workers it is
very difficult to make children understand, there has been a great change compared to how it was
fifteen years ago, having the participation of children was very difficult. Their answers were
monosyllables, because they had very limited Spanish language. As a teacher of indigenous
education, I understand their language, but I don’t speak it, so there was a conflict between us.
However, we have strategies on how to make children understand, but I do believe that it is a
problem that at the curricular level everything is in Spanish. It seems that the government doesn't
take into consideration that there are 56 or 58 different languages in the area. There have been a
few books in Chinantec, but nevertheless education is not given as it should be. In the first place
we have had problems with parents, they all want their children to learn Spanish, because
someday they’ll go to the city and they won’t find people who speak Chinanteco. They want
children to learn Spanish, even though the schools are for indigenous education. We run into
these kinds of problems, teaching Spanish is difficult, but it is what is spoken in the city. For
example, previously there were books that taught what traffic lights were when there are not
even cars here. They already know what traffic lights are and they recognize the colors, but in the
indigenous context it doesn’t exist. Our context is very different, so raising all of this within the
curriculum has been a very difficult task and unfortunately, at one point in life the indigenous
language and culture will be lost.
2- Interviewer: What was your experience growing up? What is the biggest difference
between that time and today?
Participant : Well, speaking of the past, we went to school barefoot, we carried our
books and notebooks in nylon bags. Unlike today, all children already have a full uniform and
use backpacks instead of nylon bags. In infrastructure the difference is way bigger, now in the
school in which I am working we already have a roof, we have a media room, the classrooms are
much improved in comparison. The way the teachers used to express themselves was very
different from today, because they were teachers from here, most of them didn’t speak Spanish
100%. But that's how we grew up and that's how we were formed, and things are changing,
always evolving. Now young people have a much more developed Spanish than we had 20 years
ago. On top of that, technology. There is the internet, there is more television, that is good
because it makes them learn Spanish easier but it is bad because part of the culture is also going
to be lost little by little. When I got here out of 20-25 students that I had, only 2 or 3 spoke
Spanish. Another difference is that if I asked them to write a tale, there were only statements.
Perhaps they had a well-formed tale in their minds, but they couldn't communicate it.
Interviewer: Give me an example of a statement.
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Participant : A statement is for example: ''The wolf ran away'', ''The chickens were
crying’', it wasn’t a narrative but they were pure statements. In comparison now if I tell them to
develop a story, there are children who write a whole page, and what they write makes more
sense. That is part of one of the differences that I have seen as a teacher. And also, as I was
saying a while ago, parents ask for that, they would hardly say "I want you to impart classes in
Chinanteco."
3- Interviewer: Wow, why did you decide to be a teacher, what led you to become a
teacher?
Participant : Well at the time I didn’t think about it, it was an opportunity, the
opportunity for the place presented itself, I took the exam, I passed it and shortly after that
another teacher resigned, when I found out I asked for the job. At first I wasn’t motivated to be a
teacher, however, once I was a teacher, I worried a lot about being better and I got into the
national pedagogical university.
Interviewer: So, do you have a degree in pedagogy?
Participant : I have a degree in Pedagogy and over the years I started to love this
profession.
Interviewer: Were you born in Usila?
Participant : I was born in Puebla, my mother is from Tabasco, my father is one hundred
percent Chinantec. I have been working here for many years and unfortunately my only problem
is that I am not very good with the intonation of the Chinantec language. I get angry with myself
because I have tried, but I can’t speak much. Since I was little I was very shy and over time what
I had learned from Chinantec got lost. When I came to work here I was 22 years old and my
Chinantec was very weak. When they speak Chinantec word for word I understand it, but when
they speak fluently I can’t. My wife gets upset because she speaks Chinantec and I always ask
her what others are saying, even though I've been here for years, I can't understand it. My
children speak Chinantec perfectly. However, I love my job and maybe at first I just thought it
was a job with a fixed salary, but with time I learned to love it.
4- Interviewer: Why do you thing education is imporant?
Participant : All knowledge will always be important, because it will develop you
mentally, you will have more relationships, etc. Education is important, however, seeing the
situation in the country, seeing that now many are engineers , but don’t have a job, I am changing
my perception a bit. Previously, I encouraged children to study, because studying is important,
but at the same time if they don't have the possibility to study, it is better that they get to work. I
see many who didn’t even study, but they have houses, they have cars, so it is no longer just
about studying. If you start working from childhood and are the best at what you do, you are
going to achieve what you want. I don't know if it’s wrong, but it is how I think. Many ask me
‘’what is better, for my son to study or for my son to work? '' Well, I tell them: study is very
important and very valuable, but seeing the current situation, we have engineers, we have
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graduates, we have doctors and many of them don’t have jobs. But if your child starts working
and excels, it is better because they also have to think about the future and well-being.
Interviewer: Let me ask you a question in this context. You are saying that there aren’t
jobs, and work can exist or we can create it, that's how I think, so my question is, what is
education? Is it simply a bag of information or is it a tool that helps us perceive and create and
innovate jobs when there aren’t as many opportunities as we would expect?
Participant : Yes, I feel that it is a tool to innovate, to create, but many times the
opportunities are not given, there are engineers who, no matter how much they want and who
much they seek and who much they have knocked on doors, they can’t find a job. They studied
for something, but there are no opportunities for that something they studied. However, there are
those who start to work, produce, and grow. So, I don't know if it's luck, I don't know if it's not
knowing how to search. I always ask myself, is it the country, is it the government, or is it us? I
think education is super important, but you also have to value what kids want and you have to
make them think about their future.
5- Interviewer: How interesting, if you could improve education in the state of Oaxaca,
what would you do?
Participant : To improve education? I really don’t know. I don’t know if it is myth or
reality, but for example in the United States they are focused on education and their children
have it all. If they want information, they know where to find it. If they want to do sports, they
have a place to do it. Why doesn't that happen in Mexico? Why is that? Perhaps the new
government will have a hard time trying to improve education because I am seeing that our new
government wants to try, but to bury all those problems that the old governments left will be very
difficult. And hopefully those changes are reflected in education, maybe tomorrow there will be
school breakfasts, there will be sports for the children to practice, the only thing we have here is
the basketball court. I would like that in our schools there were PE teachers, that there were
options for children to dedicate themselves to studying without having to think about other
things. Sometimes you have to give children permission to help their parents do adult chores, but
you have to do it, because they are a kind of livelihood at home. I wish those things could change
so that children feel comfortable, happy and whole. Their only responsibility would be to study
and not to think about needing new notebooks, calculators not working, if they have everything
at hand they could dedicate themselves to studying and being better.
Interviewer: Smart boards, do you have smart boards?
Participant : No.
Interviewer: Do you have a computer?
Participant : Yes we have, but for example we can use it one hour per week
Interviewer: Per student?
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Participant : Per student. We have only 20 computers
Interviewer: How many children are there in the school?
Participant : There are 25, we have 3-4 who are sharing computers..
Interviewer: In the United States there are those little tablets, but they belong to the
school. So year after year children of different grades continue to enjoy the same tablets. Those
are heavy expenses for the government, but at the same time the money is often spent on other
unnecessary things
Participant : Exactly, it is spent on other things and they forget the most important thing:
the education. There are many things to change in terms of education.
Interviewer: Now, do you feel that you can change them?
Participant : It's difficult
6- Interviewer: What is the biggest impediment for you? What is stopping you from
making these improvements?
Participant : The answer to those proposals would be no.
Interviewer: A no from whom?
Participant : The authorities. Even if we ask them for soap and brooms to clean the
classrooms, they find it hard to say yes.
Interviewer: And what about the parents?
Participant4: In Usila it is very difficult, unfortunately I feel that the government got us
used to just stretching our hands. There are social programs, many social programs, but when ask
for something, it’s difficult for them to say yes. Do you know how much we ask at the school to
keep the school clean? One hundred pesos, one hundred pesos throughout the year.
Interviewer: Per family or per child?
Participant 4: Per family. At school there are incredible big expenses and we only ask
for one hundred pesos per year. It is very difficult for them to cooperate with one hundred pesos.
So in terms of parents, it’s very difficult. We got used to it being the authorities who give us that
kind of help.
Interviewer: Wow, incredible.
2nd. Recording
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7- Interviewer: Can you tell me the story of a successful student you have had? What
made them successful and what was your role in their success?
Participant: Mmm let me think
Interviewer: He or she
Participant: One of the successful guys we know has the nickname ''El Chino''. I don’t
remember his name but his last name is Estrada Rivera, he is now a civil engineer. When he was
my student in sixth grade we developed many many activities. This boy won many contests in
Tuxtepec and Oaxaca. I believe that my participation in his success was simply his guide. Most
students are born with their passion, and we work to focus on them and lead them to exploit their
abilities.
Interviewer: Wow
Participant: They contribute to us and we contribute to them
Interviewer: Yes, of course
Participant: I have never focused on just one child. I do pay attention to how their levels
develop, those who are excelling and those who are lagging the most. This boy is being very
successful now, even from the municipality they have given him work, he has made and paved
streets, but as I said, it is a matter of knowing how to guide them. To know how to encourage
them. There are many kids who are smart, super smart, but they settle for nothing more than
what we give them. If I'm giving an explanation in class, they are not curious to ask ‘’Hey
teacher, and why is this?’’ They don’t ask questions. I have told these children ''You can learn
more, if you like a subject, try to find more information and you will understand much more''.
Interviewer: Sure!
Participant: Maybe that's my way of guiding them. I feel that it is all about guiding them
in the right direction.
Interviewer: Sure
Participant: I think that's the way I participate in their lives, being a guide, a facilitator.
Interviewer: Facilitator of the learning process of themselves, right?
Participant: Learning about themselves and the world, because just as I am teaching
them, I also learn from them.
Interviewer: That's right
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Participant: I feel that this is the way to guide them because there are many children
who are intelligent but they settle and don’t look for a way to go ahead and exploit that ingenuity.
I don't focus on just one, but I encourage them all, I tell them where to work more, what to do
better. I feel that it is something that many are born with and if you do your part you exploit it
until you are better. I think I have had groups of very intelligent children. Out of the 20 years that
I have been a teacher, we have reached the state and regional level 4 times. We came back home
with first, second and third place trophies more than once. But I don't focus on just one, I
encourage all of them.
8- Interviewer: This is the last question. What is the factor that has the most power to
help in the development of an individual and then of a community? If an individual is developed,
the community is developed, so what is the factor that drives this development the most?
Participant: Well, I believe that the power to develop is in oneself. They always ask me
if it is better to study or work, and the question is, ‘’What do you want?’’. If you want to work,
start where you have to start and show that you can do it, go up and up and up. Be the best.
Everything is in oneself. If you want it, you can do it. The power is within us and it is our duty to
lead it on the positive side.
Interviewer: Now that I can think of something we've been talking about, what do you
think is the greatest poverty in this community, and what is the greatest wealth? These concepts
are held by people according to what they have experienced, if you think you are poor, compared
to whom? Or if you say you are rich, compared to whom? I would like to know how you define
those two things.
Participant: I don't know
Interviewer: It could be hospitals, schools... Even, perhaps knowledge, or how people
behave.
Participant: What was the question?
Interviewer: The question is, what is the poorest and the richest thing in Usila? I just
want to know what comes to your mind when you think of poverty and wealth.
Participant: About poverty, I don’t feel that it is economic poverty, but rather than that,
it is apathy. We are apathetic when it comes to supporting our children. In the midst of the
pandemic, I had 25 students. At first I sent them homework and when I didn’t receive it, the
parents told me "my son doesn’t understand", "my son doesn't want to do that", and I thought,
"But you are the parent!". I see an apathy towards education on their part. Then I asked them to
come to school and only 15 children came. If I visit them, they tell me, "My son doesn't want to
study, my son doesn't want to go, he’ll just start working." Now I have only 9 students. That
apathy is the greatest poverty in Usila. Education is where it is most reflected.
Interviewer: . Well, this is the last thing we’ll record.
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3rd. Recording
Interviewer: How do you define apathy?
Participant: I define it as the refusal that parents have of not wanting to do things that can
be done. They always say no, even though these are simple things that could work in the
educational path. Many times they prefer to say no because it is wasting time or spending money,
they just see everything from the negative side. I feel that they are predisposed, it has not even
been executed but they already think that it cannot be done.
Interviewer: wow, ….
Participant: Sure, that's the majority. But there are those who see the positive side and
say we have to support this, we have to do that, but unfortunately most of them think the
opposite. That is where the illusions of what you want to achieve with children are broken, these
things make me think that I will always receive no for an answer. But if I want to do it, and my
children want to do it, then I say let's do it! That way parents realize that it can be done, and this
happens with stuff as simple as, for example: Sports. Form a football team, basketball team, a
rhythmic table, you know? When they see it done, then they’re happy, but for them to support
from the beginning it costs us a lot, so we define that as apathy. And parents have a big role with
education.
Interviewer: Parents have a big role with education!
Participant: Yes!
USILA Participant # 1
School /director
1- Interviewer: The first question of this research is: What is your perspective
concenring the shools in your communty? You can tell me the history about them, etc…
Participant 1: Well, since entering the educational system I have traveled to several
communities. We are in the state of Oaxaca and here there are different ethnic groups, we are
Chinantecos but there are variants in this area and each community has its own language.
Interviewer: How many variants of the language are there?
Participant 1: There are many variants in the surroundings of Usila.
Interviewer: And how does that affect teaching?
Participant 1: Not so much for the students, but we teachers are affected. We have to
look for strategies because there are children who are monolingual in indigenous languages,
others who are monolingual in Spanish, and others who are monolingual in Chinantec. In the
history of my work as a teacher, first I started doing community service to get a teaching position
and then I had the opportunity to join in 2005. In fact I was doing a specialty in business
administration but I had to quit because I didn’t have enough resources. When I graduated high
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school I wanted to go to Tuxtepec to study and improve myself, but it was not possible because
my family did not have the necessary resources. In Usila people were isolated, people traveled
by plane, there was no other means of transportation.
Interviewer: There were no roads or streets.
Participant 1: When the road was built in Usila there was progress. I decided to go to
Mexico City but I always had in mind that I wanted to be a teacher. At that time I was working at
a food restaurant, but on December 16 I received a call from the head of a school zone, he told
me ‘’I am so-and-so and you have to be in the city of Oaxaca first thing in the morning to sign
your contract as a teacher'' and I was like oh my God, what do I do if I don't work as a teacher?
Interviewer: That happened when you had already graduated as a teacher?
Participant 1: Not yet, my advantage as a proud indigenous was the language. My
document was already in process but due to the language I had the opportunity to enter the
program.
Interviewer: How did they find out about you?
Participant 1: In fact, the boss is from Tuxtepec, and he knew that I liked working, that I
was interested in the teaching profession and that I was fluent. When he went to Oaxaca to speak
with the leaders of the education union, they decided to give me the opportunity. I called my wife
who thought we would go to Mexico City and informed her that we were going to Oaxaca. There
were problems getting the job because many teachers would be upset when they found out that
they had given it to me. There was a teacher working with false documents, they threw him out
and I wanted to fight for that place that he had left. That specific one was in San Felipe Usila, I
made a commitment with the IEEPO and since I already had previous knowledge of my social
service, I thought it would be easy.
Interviewer: So that service was not from the degree that you were doing, but just a
community service?
Participant 1: Yes, after finishing high school, the Oaxaca law says that a graduate
student has the possibility of joining the teaching profession by working or studying, but only for
indigenous people.
Interviewer: Go ahead, continue.
Participant 1: When I signed my contract I first made a commitment to myself to love
the job and honor it, because it is something my family taught me and something I am very
proud of. When I got to Tuxtepec they told me that they had assigned me to a place called San
Juan Bautista Tláhuac Ntepec, when I got there I remember that there was a teacher who
attended 5th grade with 50 students. The principal told me that they would divide that group and
I would take half of it.
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Interviewer: Wow, first job in fifth grade!
Participant 1: Yes, they told me that I was going to start with another teacher until I had
a notion of what I was doing. At that point I already had more or less an idea of how to develop
the topics, kept learning until they asked me if I was ready to take the group. At that time,
starting to teach 5th grade, they gave me lagging students. I told them that they are not lazy
children, but slow in learning. All humans are intelligent, some learn faster than others. In this
group there were children who could not read.
Interviewer: hummm..

USILA PARTICIPANT # 1
Participant 1 (a strong Chinanteco accent is noticeable)
And so when I signed my contract, right? I made a commitment first with myself. Why?
Because work is a blessing in any job, like I said, I came from a humble family and that is the
most beautiful thing, I feel proud of my family that educated me, of my values of respecting
people and of working, loving any job, and from there when I signed my contract I came to
Tuxtepec and there in Tuxtepec I came with the superior- the superior of the zone and he told me:
"teacher, now you are going to a community, you are not going to return to your town of Usila,
even though the job was in Usila, no! you are going to a community where the service is
required'', he says, well okay eeee they sent me to a community called San Juan Bautista
Tlahuaxintepec. When I arrived there I went to meet the supervisor, the supervisor was not there,
the assistant was there eee well then, since there was a lack of teachers, I remember that a teacher
who was attending 5th grade had 50 students in his charge and the principal told me, "look, we
are going to divide this group because it is very loaded, it's very loaded, well then you are going
to teach 5th grade, wow I said no, well- (Interviewer: Your first job 5th grade) Participant: You
are going to go under observation with a teacher, he says so you have some idea, I went there,
right? I had to obey my boss already, I went and I said this is how the teacher teaches, but I
already had more or less the idea, right? I already had the idea of how to develop the topic, first
to see the context of the students and everything, and after a week they told me: Teacher, are you
ready to be in front of the group? since when I tell him, yes, well he says now you are going to
attend 5th grade (Interviewer: wow) and that is the ugliest thing for me because we as humans
should not cross out a classmate when he enters a job (Interviewer: of course) we have to
support him (Interviewer: yes of course) but as you know in this life there is always envy,
selfishness, I was given to pure straggler students (Interviewer: hahahaha) children, because
they use a term: they are not "lazy", they are slow learners (Interviewer: of course) because here
we are all human beings, all of us are intelligent (Interviewer: All of us) but some are slower
than others and others are smarter than others, so there were about 3-4 students who could not
read in 5th grade of elementary school. My God, what do I do? And then I remembered a teacher
who taught me in 2nd, 3rd and 4th grade of elementary school, that teacher was very demanding,
but at the same time very hard working, there were about 3-4 students in that generation when I
was in elementary school, you know? they didn't want to study, they didn't want to do their
homework, so we got to 4th grade, they didn't know how to read, what did the teacher do? She
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looked for a strategy; at 4 o'clock in the afternoon I want them at my house, of those 4
youngsters, only two children went home in the afternoon, children who were interested in
learning to read, but that teacher also put in her time, because here teachers work from 8-1 in the
afternoon and in the afternoon it is overtime. The teachers are no longer paid. But the teacher, out
of love for her work, called the children. And they already started with reading and when they
started 4th grade and 5th grade another teacher taught us and that student who did not know how
to read, passed, got better than all of them (Interviewer: he passed all of them) and I said now I
know what to do with those students.And I had to be in front of the group and I called the
students, mm, who could not read and I started like in the first year with syllables and after the
syllables I started with what is called short words, long words, but through their - how do you
say it.... materials, their context. As they are monolingual children in Chinanteco they did not
speak Spanish and little by little, little by little and by the end of the school year my children
were doing well. Yes, they were doing well and so yes, and the director called me and asked me;
"where have you worked?" and I told him "what happened is that I bought booklets on reading
and writing, mathematics, algebra and all that and I put them in my room and I knew how to help
the students. He told me "your students are doing well, the parents already came and spoke well
of you. Maybe they didn't tell you but they already came and talked to me." Yes, I told him; "I
am taking care of a pastor's daughter and that girl is from Posa Rica Veracruz, but her father
came to serve in that church and the girl learned the Chinanteco of the community. Monolingual
in Spanish, she learned the Chinanteco of the community. And then I said if the child
monolingual in Spanish learned Chinanteco, then the children monolingual in Chinanteco will
learn Spanish. So after that I learned Chinanteco and I would ask the people in the community
how to say stuff... and that's how I learned little by little. It is a variant of Chinanteco here in
Usila.
INTERVIEWER: It was a variant of Chinantec that you knew, right?
Participant: Yes, a variant, aha, but....
INTERVIEWER: Tell me something brother Magdaleno, how many children do you
have in your school? Are you a teacher or just the principal?
Participant: I am also a teacher. Director with group, I attend group and at the same time
I am their director.
INTERVIEWER: And how many children?
Participant: I have 14 from first to third grade of preschool.
2. INTERVIEWER: I'm going to ask you the second question. What was your
experience in school when you were growing up? Remember, first, second, etc... What was your
experience and what is the difference between then and today?
Participant: The difference, I mean when we were here in Usila in '87 to '92 in
elementary school it was not very different. Not different in terms of teaching, the teachers made
the effort, right? In those days, they made the effort. Back then, they made the effort so that the
students would learn. INTERVIEWER: And it was in Spanish or their ethnic language?
Participant: At that time people didn't speak Spanish. INTERVIEWER: So it was in
Chinantec.
Participant: It was in Chinantec, everything was in Chinantec. Mm in high school, when
I started to master Spanish, well when I went out to sell newspapers, to sell candy, then my uncle
taught me Spanish, that's why I said now that I am in the group there is nothing that the children
can't learn... (INTERVIEWER- Hehehe, they can't fool you anymore.)
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Participant- I can't be fooled anymore. So what one needs is will, both the teacher and
the student and also the parents. Yes, during that time it was different, both the parents and the
students, even though it was in Chinanteco the teachers spoke in Spanish, they explained their
class, as you know the educational system only uses one language which is Spanish. Yes, the
teacher we had, she taught us the acronym, everything in Spanish, and the students had to learn.
But now it is very different because the children speak Spanish and Chinanteco from a very
young age. Both languages. It is very different, now I see that the children know many things
from an early age, and we didn't have this opportunity before. For example, the children handle
the cell phone, the computer. I learned to use the computer when I was already a teacher and it
was hard work, but the difference in the children- all the children had certain values, respect. I
think that because of technology children are watching videos all day long, but they are not
educational videos, they are commercial videos. They are watching a soap opera or a movie and
then they want to act that way. It's up to the parents to tell them life isn't like that. Technology,
yes, it is very good, very good for one to learn, but no, now children no longer respect their
elders. They don't even respect their parents anymore. Children see things lying around, and no,
they can't even pick up the garbage. And back then the teacher would say, when I studied:
"children, let's clean up" and all the children would clean up and the place was beautiful. And
now the government has to hire a janitor to do the cleaning because the children don't want to
pick up the garbage. In other words, there is a huge difference....
INTERVIEWER- Yes... in terms of values and character.
Participant: Yes... the children at home. There are children who don't want to support
their parents. Yes, not very hard work, but the children according to their age, also we as parents
must instill in our children.
INTERVIEWER: And also, as you say, people's concepts have changed because parents
are the ones who send their children to school. I am going to ask you another question. Tell me,
why did you decide to become a teacher? I know you mentioned that you lost your father and
you had very little resources, but you could have been a doctor, or an engineer but you chose to
be a teacher. Why did you choose to be a teacher?
Participant - Well, when I got out of high school and I remember the teacher who was
the principal. A week before the closing ceremony she told us, everyone is leaving. And some of
them said, I want to be an engineer, another one I want to be a municipal president. And she
asked me ''Magdaleno, what do you want to be?'' And I said: "I want to be a doctor, because, I
want to be a doctor to take care of my people.'' And are you going to make money? It's not the
money but to take care of my people! And I told my mother, I want to be a doctor, I want to be a
doctor. And she told me: son, the school is in Oaxaca, we don't know anyone in Oaxaca, and my
brother arrived who works in the radio station in Uiclan, in an indigenous radio station. And he
said to me: "brother, I'll give you a hand so that you can go to Tec'', since there was no civil
engineering. There was only business administration, but I didn't like it at all, but no, I wanted to
be a doctor and then I said no, I can't. They told me that there were opportunities to be a teacher.
It is very nice, right? Very noble to be a teacher, because that is where education begins. It is the
fundamental basis in the life of the educated. And when I had the opportunity to join the
ministry, I took the opportunity. I was a novice, but what I did was to make friends with the great
teachers, with the teachers who taught me in elementary, middle school and high school, right?
And I told them "now I am already in the teaching profession! "How?'' ''Yes!'' they told me,
''congratulations, I knew you were - I remember when you participated in poetry in high school,
right? you have that faculty'', they said, to develop quickly, and that's what teachers need. That's
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what students need, so they are not bored, right? They have to look for the strategy, to be
dynamic and everything, you have those qualities. ''That's great, congratulations! And what
happened to so-and-so?''' The same thing, I tell him, he is in the teaching profession. "So-and-so
has that quality". And then... When I have problems at school in terms of teaching, when a
student is slow in learning, I always look for a colleague to give me some mm, how do you say:
advice, some dynamics. And thank God the teacher, may he rest in peace, Angel Dominguez,
who was the supervisor when I entered the teaching profession, he was the one who helped me.
Well, I would talk to him, he would guide me... "No, you have to teach your class well. You have
to relate with the parents. You can't judge your student because he is late, because he is sleepy,
because he doesn't want to do his homework. First find out what family he comes from, because
you don't know if he has a sick person at home. If the mother is sick, the child comes to school
without breakfast. No coffee. And you are already blaming the child: "why are you late? don't
you know that the starting time is at 8am?'' Then investigate, if the child doesn't arrive go to his
house, "Sir what happened because your son didn't arrive?" Maybe he is sick? Or the father is
sick? Maybe the mother is sick and has spent months in bed, the father is a drunkard, he beats his
family. And the child is going to school, he falls asleep in class. You are teaching and the child is
sleepy.'' And it affects a lot.
INTERVIEWER- It does affect a lot. I see you as a doctor of education. You may not
have been a doctor, but you are a doctor of education. I say that because you have a great
passion, a heart to fix what is broken, right? And that's what doctors do, they heal physical
bodies. And you are looking for how to heal the educational processes in those children. You are
looking for reasons. How incredible. Well, we thank God for that.
3-INTERVIEWER- Answer to question # 3 is in the conversation of answer to question
#1
4- INTERVIEWER- Why do you think education is important?
Participants- Education is important, because from there... as human beings, no?
Although education comes from home. One is told at school we are going to formalize, but
education comes from home, yes. When a human being is born, the family, the father, the mother.
If the father does not educate his child, that problem will continue until adulthood. So what
happens to those children when they get to school? What do they have to do? Many times the
student arrives at school with a very bad character, a very bad behavior, but we as teachers have
to look for strategies for the good of the student. One tells them that they are going to learn to
read and to add. It is not like that, the most important thing is to educate. Educating students with
values, yes, that is why it is very important to talk to the children, because even though education
comes from home, we as teachers have a huge responsibility.
INTERVIEWER- So you focus more on values than on academics. How do you see
that difference? I mean, I'm talking between national language, mathematics, science, history.
But you are making a very strong difference between what is information, academics, and what
forms an individual in values and character. Explain a little bit about that.
Participant- Eh, when I was a student.... Well, I was a student and nowadays technology
sometimes there are students that surpass, even the teacher doesn't know, why? Because they are
with technology all the time, right? More so in elementary school, but I see it in preschool. I see
children who come to school and start talking about all those characters. Not even the teacherthe teacher knows how to handle the technology, but they do all the time. But you think oh how
smart my child is. NO! Because if you give him a job, like hey no, kid, let's go coloring. And
then you realize that the child doesn't even know how to hold a pencil. But he is very good with
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technology, he knows how to use machines. He puts coins in and takes coins out. They are small
children. But you give them a job, so that's where you have to start. And parents tell me that my
son doesn't want to work, he's too lazy. He's not lazy, yes... well, but a certain amount of time.
Son, you have half an hour to play cell phone games.
INTERVIEWER- that's all, if anything!
Participant- that's all! If anything. But there are parents who want their children to be
quiet, if they are bothering, if they are talking to the neighbor, gossiping, and the child is on the
cell phone for hours! And that's what happens, it affects their eyesight. Yes, you have to use the
cell phone, but you also need rules. That's where you have to manage values, be responsible. If
we are going to be there all the time... because learning numbers... in fact they are going to learn
to read, they are going to know the numbers. Where we are in preschool, we have to look at the
six formative fields. For example, the mathematical field. For example, if there is a child who is
more interested in technology, for example... We say today we are going to look at technology.
Who has a cell phone? They take out cell phones... yes ah very well. Do they know the numbers?
The cell phone has numbers. That's where the math comes in. What are the numbers? There are
children who already know the numbers, that's why I say that education starts at home. They
already know the numbers, they already identify the numbers like this, but to see how many are
five, let's see how many are five? That is the problem.
5- INTERVIEWER- Let me ask you another question. What do you think about
education in the state of Oaxaca? This can be very general. The condition of the schools, how do
you see them?
Participant- The education in the state of Oaxaca? I think that here the problem with the
state of Oaxaca, I think it is said that it is the state with the most educational backwardness. But
many times it is due to marginalization. Yes, because of the lack of transportation. There are
communities where there is no internet service, there is no road. Yes. So those children are in
their own world. Just like Usila was before. That is where the teacher has to play a very
important role. To design his class according to the context. Because those children are very
intelligent, but many times the educational policy, the leaders from above, are not interested in
education. What they want is to make money. Yes, at the expense of education. And I see that in
the state of Oaxaca there are several ethnic groups. There is the Mazateco, there is the
Chinanteco, there is the Mije, the Cuicatecos, Náhuatl. And we as teachers from the indigenous
environment, there are teachers who are Chinantecos, they are Chinantecos but they work in an
area where there are the Chontales, the Mazatecos. So there, they cannot develop, as the law in
the state of Oaxaca states in the indigenous environment, they cannot teach in their mother
tongue, which is Chinanteco, because they are in an area where they speak Zapotec. Logically
they are going to teach their class in Spanish. Then the indigenous language is left aside. That is
where the sequence is lost. Good thing if the government.... that is why I say they are not
interested in education, because if they were, they would have to send Zapotec variant teachers
to their region, Chinantec to their region. So that has been one of the problems.
INTERVIEWER- And you think it is very important that the teacher is from the region
where the child lives, so that the child identifies with the language and the culture?
Participant- That's right, because in order to be able to work, for example here in Usila, I
was saying that before, we didn't master Spanish, but the teacher who taught us in elementary
school spoke Chinanteco from Usila and we learned, we learned Spanish. Why? Because for
example if an American comes to me and speaks Spanish and at the same time speaks English, it
is logical that I am going to learn English because he is mixing. You know? ''I want water'', and
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you tell me, water in Spanish and in English, well I'm already learning English. I mean it was
very different with us. Even though we didn't speak Spanish in Usila, but the teacher who taught
us spoke good Chinantec and good Spanish. That's when we learned Spanish. But it is very
different when you go to teach monolingual classes in Zapotec and you are speaking Spanish.
How nice to be monolingual in Zapotec and the teacher is giving the class in Spanish but also
dominates the language of the student. For example, if I am going to teach a master's degree in
English and I am monolingual in Spanish, I am going to be like a deaf-mute. But what if a
teacher is teaching his class in Spanish, then logically the student is going to learn. Yes. That is
why the state of Oaxaca has been one of the details that I see and there are teachers, including
myself. They are not interested. They are only doing it for a job, for the money.
INTERVIEWER- And why do you think that is? Why do you think they are not
interested in education? What is it that has lost the value of education?
Participant- That's where values come in. Because I see that the teachers in the past
worked with the people. They were involved with the people, there was a job, a party...And now
they are no longer, it has changed.
INTERVIEWER- So it is a problem of values.
Participant- Of values, yes. For example, now that we are in the pandemic. The truth is
that I'm not well. Poor children. I would like to be in the classroom with my children. Because I
really know that they need that.
6- INTERVIEWER- What is the biggest challenge in education? What is the biggest
challenge in education and if you could, what would you do about it? And now the challenge
becomes stronger and more visible with the pandemic.
Participant: The biggest problem is, as the situation is, we can't have face-to-face classes
with the children. Just giving them little papers like this, leaving homework every 15 days. But I
feel that it is not the right thing to do because I am in an indigenous community where the
parents go to the fields from 6 in the morning until 6 in the evening. And mm... the students, the
children go to the fields too. In the indigenous communities the children work. Not like in the
city. In the city the parents work, but there in the communities where I walk 9 hours to get to the
community.
INTERVIEWER- And you stay there all week?
Participant- Yes, we have to get to the community and they tell us you know you can't
go in now because of the pandemic, because we don't know if you come with the contagion and
you are going to infect the town. We don't have doctors, we don't have services, so how do we
get to the city. So look, teacher, you'd better go to deliver jobs. Sometimes people from the
committee come to Usila but it is not the same thing. It is not the same because in the classroom
we look for strategy. We look for a theme. But I have to prepare myself before. I am not going to
arrive and say today we are going to talk about animals. No, I tell them what animals do you
have in your house? I have chicken, pig, donkey, horse. Ah, well now we are going to look at the
topic of domestic animals. Talk about domestic animals, aquatic animals, land animals. Yes, so
it's a very broad topic. If I can leave a job. For example cut out pictures of domestic animals. But
maybe they are not going to understand the same as if they were face-to-face.
INTERVIEWER-Magdaleno, outside of the pandemic, what is the biggest problem in
education?
Participant- Outside of the pandemic?
INTERVIEWER- Let's assume that there was no pandemic.
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Participant: The problem of education in the state of Oaxaca, they say ah, with learning
to read. But it's not only that. It is also the values. Because for example they know the
mathematics, the numbers but they don't have the values. For example, if a child tomorrow will
work in a company, the important thing is discipline. The important thing is the discipline, to
arrive early. The values. If they don't have them there is failure. And then they will blame the
teachers. That teachers do not teach. It's not that, it's us at home. For example, a while ago I had
an appointment with the teacher albanil. I was on time. I was on time. Yes, but we humans
sometimes there are things that we can't do.
7- INTERVIEWER- What would you do to fix this?
Participant: Talk to both student and parents. ‘’You know, the student has this problem.
You know what, sir? I want you to support me so that your son can get ahead''. But if the parent
is the same way… ‘’Ha, you know that my son is not going to die of hunger because he is going
to work in the fields''. Here nobody dies of hunger. Whether you have an education or not. Here
the most important thing is to find a way to better oneself. Yes. Because I was an orphan child.
You don't die of hunger just because you are a peasant. That's where my mother instilled in us,
but it was good. She planted corn, beans, tomatoes and squash. And at the end of the harvest we
left. And no money was spent. What my mother earned she saved, she lent in a store and she had
her company. She saved her money, and said you know we are going to change the house. She
made a concrete house. At that time my mom was working in the fields. There was NO
government support or anything like that. Now there are Benito Juarez scholarships, in the past
we had nothing, nothing. But my mom worked. She had a coffee plantation. I would leave at one
o'clock in the afternoon from elementary school and I would eat at two o'clock in the afternoon
in the fields. And my mother harvested one or two tons of coffee and sold it. And at that time
there was no road here in Usila, but my mother bought cement all the way to Ojitlán, rebar all the
way to Ojitlán. That's where I learned many things to be able to get ahead. The problem of
education in the state of Oaxaca has a lot to do with parental support. How you educate your
children.
INTERVIEWER- Magdaleno, do you believe that Oaxacan families and ethnic groups
are ready for this change?
PARTICIPANT- Yes they are ready, the detail that there has been in the state of Oaxaca
is the politics. Yes. Politics. Sometimes they come and misguide the people. The politicians are
only there to criticize and stuff, but in the work they have done… I can talk like them but I am
living, I know how people live. But in order to change that, first you have to make a diagnosis,
yes. As you are doing. Because behind the table I can say education has to be done like this or
like that...this and that, but I am not in the field.
INTERVIEWER- No, and in a way we are taking the parents' perspective as well. You
are a parent who lives here and you see the neighbors how they think, how they see the children.
So what you are saying that to change this you would initiate conversations between teacher and
parents and teacher and government. What conversations? How would you initiate these
conversations?
Participant- Well, with the parents, the most important thing is with the parents, because
each community has its own economy, each community has its own culture. I have been in
several communities. In the headwaters here in Usila I also know the people as they are. Here in
Usila it is a little different because if there is a little source of income, then if you ask the parents
to buy these materials, they will buy them, but in an indigenous community where there are no
stationery stores, or grocery stores, how are you going to ask the children to bring folders or
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paper, glue, etc. No! You have to go down to Usila because we are in very marginalized
communities. The education there and Usila is very different, but there are students who are very
intelligent. It is something that the teacher must realize: hey, you know what I am going to work
on. Not necessarily materials eh...so commercial...there in the community we can give a good
teaching with the materials we have. For example, if I go to... we can't blame the government for
that... as parents we must have the best for our children...yes.
7- INTERVIEWER- In your opinion, what is the factor that has the strongest power to
help in the development of an individual and of a community?
Participant- Eh, first of all it is in the community to be able to develop, for there to be
progress it is there in the community first (INTERVIEWER- you say within the community?)
within the community, because another person is not going to come from outside to work, to...
(INTERVIEWER- give us our own solutions.) First the community, to organize well, to see the
future of their children. Participate, from there, and then look for governmental organizations to
contribute if there is what is needed there. Because many times they say, oh the government is
going to come, yes... the government, the government. It is going to come, PRI, PAN, PRD.
There will never be change if they don't change.
INTERVIEWER- And let me ask you, why is there no participation in the communities,
why haven't they realized that this participation is needed?
Participant - It hasn't happened because of... as I said, since I can remember, when
politics comes in, people are divided.
INTERVIEWER- As you said, they are misinformed and they think ''this is going to
come from here''.
Participant: For example, in the community where I am, they are organized. Even
though they are indigenous people, they are, as they say, more organized. (INTERVIEWERWhat is the name of that community?) It is called San Antonio del Barrio. Why do I say that,
because they are part of an environmental conservation organization. They have their committee,
and non-governmental organizations come there to give them advice on the environment, on
climate change. They have a way of working, the problem is that there has been a lack of support
from the government, right? Yes, because they take care of the forest, they take care of the water,
they do not cut down trees, the stream, all that, yes. They are people who do, but there has been
more because of marginalization, there has been no access to communication, there is no
internet, which is a service, right? But these people are working very organized, compared to
other communities where I have been, where they are waiting for the government to give them
this, waiting for them to give them that, but not there... They first gather something and then
when they come they say ''you know what Mr. government, we want to do something in the
community, how much will you contribute?''
INTERVIEWER- How many inhabitants does this community have?
Participant- In that community there are about 150 (INTERVIEWER- 150 habitants
only.) Yes, that's all. It is an indigenous community, as I said, marginalized, but well organized,
well organized.
INTERVIEWER- How long have you been working there?
Participant- A year, yes a year, and that's another detail.
INTERVIEWER- How did they send you there?
Participant: Eh... in fact, here in Usila, the supervisor moves teachers every year, that is
one of the problems, isn't it, because they only leave you for a year. You were just getting the
trust of the children, of the parents, and they change you and another teacher arrives and the new
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teacher loses sequence. Well, it was going well with this group. He knows who are the ones who
did better, or the slow learners, he loses the sequence because they are going to send another
teacher. And this teacher, if he makes his diagnosis, has to start all over again. That is why
education in the state of Oaxaca is like this. I said "I want to be in this community". No, teacher,
you have to be in Usila because the people are asking for you in Usila. In the municipal seat
where there are 7,000 inhabitants here in Usila and since I have already worked here, people are
saying that I am the best. And I try to work the best I can, as I say, but we have to ask up there,
because he is the one who gives. So he called me and told me you are going to stay in Usila, if
you don't want to be in Usila you go to that community to provide your service. Go ahead, when
I started teaching I made a written commitment to stay in the community, to attend to the
students according to their age and grade level, yes. To be with the parents, to look for ways to
support the parents, no matter in what area they are, in what context. So I was sent to that
community and when the people knew that so-and-so was going to come to preschool... that
well... that he was going to come....
INTERVIEWER- Research tells us that indigenous groups are the ones that suffer the
most poverty. Why does this poverty persist in the indigenous groups of Oaxaca?
Participant- Poverty... many times, as I said, instead of taking advantage of technology,
they are not prepared. What they see on TV they don't... they want to change their culture. They
want to have a big screen TV at home but the roof is leaking. Yes... because many of us want the
luxury of this world. There are indigenous communities, you can see that we are poor because
we don't have the luxuries like in the city, the car... but we have an enormous wealth which is
nature...if we want meat, we have chicken...and natural chicken....
INTERVIEWER- Well, there have not been any cases of COVID here, and people come
from nearby cities.
Participant- For example, right now the pandemic affected a lot of people in the urban
zone, although here in Usila it also affected, it affected Usila, there were a lot of deaths.
INTERVIEWER- I had been told that there were no cases.
Participant- Yes, it even affected a brother, he is fat... he is in the business, he doesn't get
sun, he doesn't walk, he doesn't exercise, it affected him. People who are in the office because
their body is not strong. In the communities Covid gave a fever and let's go to the hills to work.
INTERVIEWER- And that's how they were cured, going to the hills?
Participant- Just Paracetamol. There it is, I tell you.
INTERVIEWER- I had heard that in one of the Scandinavian countries they sent - the
boys who got infected with covid were sent to run.
Participant- So I tell you, we are poor but here COVID is not going to attack. Only with
a normal fever. But there in Usila and in Tuxtepec a lot of people died. Why? Because I tell you
that we have everything. What we are consuming is natural, there is yerbita, there is pumpkin...
(INTERVIEWER- So why is there poverty in the indigent groups?) Poverty? Many people
today say ''I am receiving from the government, I am not going to work anymore'', instead of
taking advantage of it. Ah it's extra money, but I'm going to keep working. And now my equals.
As I am part of the teaching profession. The previous governments used to say, the children of
teachers do not have the right to receive scholarships. They do because they are government
employees. My son finished elementary school, high school, and no scholarships because I am
part of the teaching profession. And now with this government, even scholarships, even
pensions, yes, because they are Mexicans. So far my children are receiving scholarships. I told
them, children my responsibility is to give you, to maintain, your scholarships is something
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different and you have to take advantage of it. But the scholarship money is not for you to buy a
7,000, 10,000 cell phone, no, no, no, no. The scholarship is not for you to buy a pair of tennis
shoes for 2000 pesos.Because you know what situation we are in, you can invest this money. If
they gave you 2500, with that money you can buy and sell. So, daughter if they give you a
scholarship of 600, my elementary school girl gets 1600 I think. 1600 and you want to work, buy
something, either prepare candy and sell.There you are going to learn how to handle money,
counting, mathematics, but you are going to teach the child to invest. Because if we are going to
waste the money and we are hoping that in two months it will come back to me?And that has
been the problem...yes in the indigenous communities...And the poverty in the state of Oaxaca is
also the government. They say they are governing, well I am going to talk about my people, what
I am seeing. There are authorities that come in for three years and leave with a state of the art car,
half a million dollars, land, huge houses, ranches, where did they come from? And they do a very
high work...yes and what do they do with the people? I give you a little bag of food and support
of 100 pesos and the people are very happy. And then always, ....I tell you I don't get involved in
politics. Well, the truth is that when there is a will, the truth is that since I joined the ministry I
said I have to give everything I have... yes. To train children prepared for the future. Because we
don't know 20 or 30 years from now how the generation will come. As I said, when I was a child
there were values, respect, punctuality, sincerity and today there are not. Children will wake up if
there is an alarm clock. It was different in the past. Mom would say "you are going to get up at 4
am because you have to go to the river to wash the coffee". At 6 a.m. the coffee was already
ready and I had a tortilla because I was going to school. But today they are... maybe because
there are more jobs, more income... And also parents say I don't want my children to suffer what
I suffered. Here son, here son, here, here, here....
INTERVIEWER- Wow...
Participant- Yes, it is good to give our children everything, but limited, so that they
value.I have a brother who is the director of an indigenous radio station. He knows, maybe he
knows more than me how the situation of the indigenous peoples is. It is a problem as you know
since the revolution, always the indigenous people... but one thing if there are no peasants, those
in the city are going to die. What are they going to eat?
8- INTERVIEWER- Could you give me a story of the most successful student you
remember and what was your part in this success?
Participant- Look, uh, I have had former students who are now professionals. Eh, a
student two years ago finished his bachelor's degree. Not from Usila, from a community called
San Esteban Cocui Clan, I taught him in preschool, 3rd preschool class. I could already see that
he was very intelligent, very responsible, very orderly. Very disciplined, a little boy of 6 years
old, 5 years old. And when I tell you when you want to have a case you have to visit the child's
family. I visited the child's family. I went to his house, talked to the father. He lived in a small
house, he had no water in his house, he had electricity but no water. He had 5 boys, only boys.
You can imagine and the mother had to do the laundry. And the children would go to the river, a
distance of several kilometers to fetch water. Even the little boy. They would arrive and one
already did the cleaning, dirt floor. The patio was clean. It is on a hill. It is outside the
community, at the edge of town. And I told the man ‘’your son is very intelligent. But what your
son needs is a lot of attention. Your son tomorrow, I tell him, is going to be a good professional.’’
Because when they see that a child is intelligent, there is support. This friend is a Christian, yes...
he is a Christian. He had no income. He went to the café, he cut jicama. And with that he
supported his family. Seasonally he harvested and sold the coffee and had an income. Yes... And
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that kid, when he left preschool he went to elementary school. He still participated in knowledge
contests and won first place. He came here to the technical high school where there is a shelter.
And he asked the person in charge and there he had his room and board, free food. Yes... the only
thing his dad paid for was the school fees, the materials and so on... And he left high school and
the boy continued at the same level. He competed with children from Usila. The man was also
fluent in Spanish and the boy also began to learn Spanish and Chinanteco. And then he went to
the city of Tuxtepec. A sister gave him lodging when he entered high school. And she told him
‘’your son can stay at my house and on the weekends he can give me a hand in the paddock,
okay?’’ I mean, the kid wanted to improve himself but he also worked and worked hard. He went
to Tuxtepec and studied biochemistry, as it is called, I think. And that was it. He went to school
at seven in the morning and left at three in the afternoon, yes, and there he looked for a job and
the teacher also had a house in Tuxtepec. He went to the teacher's house and everything without
paying because the boy was very intelligent and he also gained the teacher's trust. So he went on.
He worked in a Chedraui mall. He would come in at 5:00 in the afternoon and leave at 12:00 at
night. He would go into his room and continue doing his homework. He would go to sleep at
3:00 a.m. and get up at 5:30 a.m. to start doing everything again. He finished his bachelor's
degree with a good average. Indian boy. He went to school. He was the most outstanding student
and they gave him a scholarship to do his master's degree. And when he invited me to his house,
his family had a meal and I took my children so that my children could see him and learn a
lesson.
INTERVIEWER- And what does he do for a living?
Participant- His dream is to teach at the National Polytechnic. That's what he told me.
He says: "I'm going to finish my master's degree and I'm going to contact the polytechnic to see
if I can teach".
INTERVIEWER- What is the master's degree in?
Participant- Biochemistry. This one. A guy who comes from an indigenous family. There
are indigenous people who are capable.
INTERVIEWER- I think like you said at the beginning. They are all intelligent. Maybe
some are slower.
Participant: His history is somehow similar to Benito Juarez history. He was from the
indigenous community, he was from Oaxaca. It is said that his parents and grandparents died and
he had to stay with an uncle. His uncle was abusive. He has a sister who worked for a priest and
then Juarez got a job. He didn’t speak Spanish, he was Zappoteco. But there he learnt to speak
Spanish, and I tell you, we indigenous know how to work. And he went earned trust, he started
studying. He was a lawyer, president of the Supreme Court, president of Mexico. First president
after the revolution. I told you about the case of that student and now he’s professional. As I told
you, the job of a teacher- We can’t say ‘’I’m the best teacher’’, the job has to be in conjunction
with students and parents. Because they may say yes, in that school the student learns how to
read. But what’s most important is that the children learn something for their future. Not to
memorize stuff, but to know what they’re being taught.
INTERVIEWER- Do you think that most of the education in Mexico is given through
memorization?
Participant- I think there is a lot of methodology. There are pedagogues who defend
their position, but living with children has worked for me. Find out first where the problem
comes from, why is the student like this? And from there start, because all children have
knowledge. The detail is that there are some teachers who do not seek this knowledge. They
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carry their materials and… it is not like that. We will work according to the knowledge of the
children. From there, to be able to face any barrier. And there we will be able to give a better
education.
INTERVIEWER- Thank you very much! This is all. I appreciate all your help!
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Code Book
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Appendix H
Analysis Journal
Indigenous Teachers hold an Indigenous ED license, are bilingual - Spanish and the
ethnic language (make sure the children speak both languages well), of their community. They
are committed to recover traditions, beliefs, values, art, dance, clothing... They uphold traditional
celebrations, holidays, etc. This concept of culture recovery serves as the baseline of the new
curriculum for indigenous schools. Departing from this ED they build in universal concepts. (See
Gonzalez, Apodaca, and Bartley).
Standard Teachers hold a teaching license or bachelor’s of ED.
CODE: Views of Education: Educations’ perceptions amongst indigenous populations
converge in the field of two resilient beliefs: education is first childrearing (values, attitudes,
priorities, morals, etc.. learned at home from parents) and of secondary importance as seen the
results of this study education is academics, related to scholastics.
LINGUISTICS and empowerment: Concerning ethnic language and its variants: Oaxaca
state Spanish is limited due to the presence of other languages. Indigenous descent Spanish
proficiency has not been developed like in other states, greatly limiting, learning, understanding,
participation, self-confidence, confident engaging, etc. Confidence is fundamental for pro-active
behavior. (See source) SEE ALSO LINGUISTICS/Language of Empowerment.
Values is a very important part of indigenous belief system. It seems to be more
important than academics. Values they mean character, respect….
Generational Education: When you have seen the difference in the individual because one
or both parents received an education. As is the case of several of the teachers interviewed here.
The perception of ED of the participant is significantly different (positive/negative) give an
example with “….”, because having educated parents.
Maybe ORGINIZE RESULTS THE FOLLOWING WAY:
Parent perception of ED
Teacher Perception of ED
Teacher perception of the State’s system of ED
Community Perception of ED
ED leadership Perception of ED
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Oaxaca is made of two ED subsystems: Indigenous ED and SEP General ED
SEP curriculum content does not teach indigenous values, beliefs, etc. Only sporadically.
There is engagement in their poverty:
Some leave to the US
Some sell their daughters
Some go to politics
Most look up to the government to solve their financial problems
But only few engage in changing ED as an answer to their poverty
ADDITONAL QUESTONS TO THE INTERVIEW
What do you think about the curriculum content?
What is more critical to social change?
Parents? Teachers? Children? Government? Personal Development?

What would you change in ED:
INTERVIEWER: Now if you could improve education, what would you do and why
would you do it or how would you do it?
PARTICIPANT 4 –“ Uh yes, I think I would take more into account the students, what
they really need, what they need to learn, yes? All children know mathematics, since they run
errands at home and go shopping, they are already learning mathematics, yes? At school you just
reinforce it, so it is necessary to change, that is, and also take into account the teachers, take into
account the experience we have in the classrooms and that they should tell us what the child
needs to learn, at the end of the day we are the one who knows, the one who lives in a situation”
WHAT PREVENT TEACHERS/COMM PARTICIPATION OR ENGAGEMENT?
WHAT PREVENTS THEIR INTERVENTIONS IS THAT THE GOVENRMENT WHO
REGULATES ED AND CREATES CONTENT DOES NOT TAKES THEM INTO ACCOUNT.
THEIR ED POLCIES CONCENRING METHOD AND CONTENT IS DICATED FORM
“EACH GOVERNMENT [TERM] IS CHANGING, THEY ARE SAYING; ‘NOW THEY ARE
GOING TO LEARN THIS IN THIS PERIOD….’ –
SEE THE IMMEDIACIY OF EACH PRESIDENCY.
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As I was saying, right? Education comes from here, each government is changing, they
are saying "now they are going to learn this, in this period, in this six-year term, they are going to
learn this" right? Let me explain, that they do not take us into account, “that is what prevents”
right? Really taking into account what the teacher says or thinks must be taken up again, that
education is not general but that each community needs its own content.Differences in the
perception of universal knowledge content: some say it is irrelevant to children in indigenous
communities i.e. the traffic light. Other say they must learn the traffic light for they will be
migrating sooner or later.
Etla Part. #4:
“although we have this in the plan and in our programs, maybe children from remote
areas won’t understand it, so I won’t teach it” you cannot refuse to teach it or think that they may
never leave their community because children are emigrating, you have to take that possibility
seriousl.”
ON METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS CONCEPTS
HIGH QUALITY ANALYIS: 4 THINGS/ YIN P. 199
ENGAGEMENT
WHY INDIGENOUS MAY NOT ENGAGE:
Explicit: State’s Ed regulated, not enough resources, no educational infrastructure, no
educational opportunities, no educational outcomes measure per income, they don’t know how,
disempowerment -constantly saying and thinking they “can’t.” COMPARE THIS THOUGTHS
WITH INTERNATL AND EXTERNAL DISEMPOWERMENT BY TOOMEY.
Along these lines, identify codes and themes from the data.
1) Did not want to be a teacher (tally the number of participants and which sites).
2) Teachers are motivated by salary, retirement or by wanting to help the community.
3)How many answered what they thought you wanted to hear? How do you know?
4) Cultural values: 4-legged chair: parents-child-teachers-community. If one is missing
they all suffer.
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5) They perceive as a lost fight.
6) The blame game: Parents say is the teachers, the teachers blame the parents or the
child. All blame the community or state leaders. (WHICH COMMUNITIES BLAME THE
PARNTS? WHICH BLAME THE TEACHERS AND SO ON….)
OPPOSING FINDINGS TO INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT FROM THE ANALYSIS
Yes, they engage in politics, migration, cultural events, trans-cultural ED, community
needs, classroom, and school needs. Indigenous do not in creating educational alternatives but
they do engage within the stablished structures they live in. This notion would cancel the notion
of self-confidence as impairment to community participation in educational processes.
IMPLICIT COMMUNICATION OF VALUE TO INDIGENOUS IDENTITY
THROUGH: 1) Infrastructure, 2) curriculum, 3) resources, 4) efforts and interventions, 5) crisis
response, 6) Dialog. Empowerment or disempowerment communication through symbolism.
Look at Caritas thesis, Freire, other…
GENDER ISSUES (SEE CARD)
CULTURAL CHANGES ISSUES: Focused on family values. Values of wealth (what is
wealth) vs. respect and submission to parents or teachers, help, hard work. What is poverty? Are
we poor?
TOO BUSY WORKNG TO PARTICIPATE IN COMMUNITY SOLUTIONS. No time to
help their own children much less to create alternatives. Parents are in drugs, alcohol…
Disempowerment / not being able also has to do with workload. How do one prioritize when
there so much to do to just bring food to the table?... Look for this in theory.
CHAPTER 5 ……AND INTERPRETATIONS
ELEMENTS OF DISEMPOWEREMENT: Immediate needs/ ED is long term,
preoccupation with cultural identity, linguistics and self-worth, lack of capabilities/agency,
structure of opportunities in each community/what infrastructure and denial of resources
communicates, inconsistencies and contradictions of the ED systems correlates to being unsure
about education.
RECURRENT CODE BY NUMBERS:
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Perceptions of curriculum content (20), ED of empowerment (18), What ED should be
(18), Sense of Disempowerment (25), Freire Model of Banking ED (13), Teachers Initiative (14),
Strongest power to produce change (12), Linguistic barriers (11), Indigenous values towards Ed
(12), Improvement of ED (14) p. 5 in codes, Perceptions of poverty (15) p.2 (7), p.5 (8),
Community engagement and social change (11). FLESH OUT THE ONES FORMULATED IN
THE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS LIKE PERCEPTIONS OF ED…
EDUCACTION: perceived as disconnected from the culture and needs of each context.
Ed. As Academics or values: Identity, culture, personal needs, family values.
Vocation: do a table: How many in each site were called to be teachers. What about
vocation??? What is vocation?
Elements or agents of disempowerment for community engagement: ENGAGEMENTPARTICIPATION-INITIATIVE.
The feeling of not being able: “I can’t”(how many teachers or parents )
IN REPORTING: WHY THEY DON’T ENGAGE:
# 1 PRINCIPALS-#2 TEACHERS- #3 INDIGNEOUS MOTHERS (CHANGE THIS IN
THE PURPOSE THROUGHT THE DISSERTATION) AS A REPRESENTATION OF THE
UNSCHOOLED COMMUNITY
Differ from experience in field of research, as they do demonstrate engagement at the
levels of school, family, economy, community, culture.
They have been influenced by the culture of US through the ones returning from
working: brought back values of diligence, hard work, study, volunteerism, collaborative efforts
to raise their children differently (the community of Talala/Teacher 1/Etla).
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES; The way they organize: The do not engage in
collaborative/community educational efforts. Changes and projects of the moment, what is at
hand…
Include Indigenous methodologies after the introduction in Chapter 3. (See Yanee, study).
See also Yin P. 232-33
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NEED to include the definition of perception. Look a source/hard copies. “What you see
is what you get” *****Make a distinction between INDIGENOUS TEACHERS AND
OAXACA’S -SEP -TEACHER. MAKE SURE you include the COVID-crisis in all chapters
needed. (1,3,4,5).
Vignette: “cite the teacher from Etla talking about the girl walking on the river… as
introduction of 5 chapter.
Change in limitations and delimitations: P.292 of Creswell. We bounded the case by the
selection of inductive data analysis. Three sites, Indigenous persons…
CHANGE TO: Create and lead COMMUNITY educational alternatives.
SEP system: Multigrade classrooms, tele-secundaria (Junior high on tv.), grade
classrooms, no private school in two site but in Etla.

Table No. Vocation as strong feeling for a specific purpose, career, or occupation.
COMMUNITY

PARTICIPANTS.

USILA

VOCATION TO ED

NON-VOCATION

PRINCIPAL

X

TEACHER #

X

TEACHER #

X

MOTHER

X

PRINCIPAL

X

1

2

NOPALA
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TEACHER

X

#1

TEACHER

X

MOTHER

X

PRINCIPAL

X

#2

ETLA

TEACHER

X

TEACHER

X

#1

#2

MOTHER

X
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